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Sans aucun doute le cru 2020 de CinEast ne ressemblera à aucun autre ; nous espérons tout de
même que cette 13ème édition sera une « édition heureuse » et surtout qu’elle apportera de la
joie et de l’évasion aux festivaliers en ces temps
difficiles.
Malgré toutes les difficultés et les contraintes liées à
la situation actuelle, organiser cette édition − et l’organiser au moins en partie physiquement − a été
pour nous une évidence. Cela nous a même semblé
un devoir : envers les spectateurs bien sûr, envers
nos collaborateurs et partenaires également, mais
aussi pour contribuer à faire vivre les films, les salles
de cinéma et de concert et continuer à vous faire vibrer vous, notre public.
Depuis plus de 7 mois la pandémie nous a enfermé
dans différentes bulles : celle de notre entourage
immédiat, du lieu où nous habitons, de ce(ux) que
nous connaissons bien. Même si elle est loin d’être
finie, il est possible et précieux d’en sortir, au sens
propre comme au figuré : faire l’effort de sortir de
ses quatre murs, aller à la rencontre de ce(ux) qui
ne nous ressemble(nt) pas et nous confronter à des
réalités et des idées pas forcément familières.
Afin que ces rencontres soient possibles nous avons
tout mis en œuvre pour proposer aux festivaliers
un cadre rassurant, dans le plus strict respect des
règles sanitaires en vigueur, mais également – pour
la première fois – proposer une alternative en ligne
pour tous ceux qui ne pourraient pas ou ne souhaiteraient pas encore se déplacer dans les salles.
La programmation 2020 a été en conséquence
adaptée, mais les spectateurs pourront tout de
même faire leur choix entre une cinquantaine de
longs métrages et une dizaine de soirées évènementielles, dont quatre concerts. Il n’a pas été facile de convaincre des invités et nous remercions

par avance la dizaine d’invités physiques (et autant
en ligne) qui ont accepté de présenter leurs films
et venir à la rencontre du public. Les jurys devraient
également pouvoir se réunir physiquement comme
tous les ans.
Une dizaine de films, deux ciné-débats et une exposition de photographie feront partie du cycle thématique « Planting the Future », qui met en lumière
la non-durabilité de notre relation avec l’environnement et de nos modèles économiques et sociaux,
afin de réfléchir ensemble sur le futur que nous souhaitons construire.
Cette année le festival met particulièrement à l’honneur le cinéma et la culture hongroise, avec une
dizaine de long-métrages, plusieurs invités et deux
concerts. Pour la première fois – et là aussi c’était une
évidence – les films du Belarus seront représentés
au festival.
Malgré les circonstances nous n’avons pas oublié
des accents plus festifs et conviviaux, à l’image du
concert d’ouverture avec le groupe de jazz/swing
manouche Canarro, de l’apéro-jazz en version cinéconcert par le HeFi Quartet ou encore du trio de guitares et percussions ‘Branko Galoić Trio’. À apprécier
sans modération, mais en mode ‘café-concert’.
Nous espérons que ce programme sera pour vous
une bulle d’évasion, un voyage vous offrant la possibilité de belles découvertes et rencontres, mais
aussi enrichira votre réflexion.
Nous tenons à remercier chaleureusement
toutes les personnes et organisations qui, malgré
un contexte compliqué, nous ont apporté leur
confiance et ont rendu possible cette 13ème édition:
partenaires, sponsors, invités, membres de l’équipe
et bénévoles.
Nous tenons tout particulièrement à vous remercier,
vous cher public, pour la confiance que vous nous
témoignez en espérant vous voir nombreux également cette année malgré les contraintes.
Nous vous souhaitons d’enrichissants et agréables
moments au cours de cette édition et nous sommes
impatients de vous retrouver dans les cinémas, les
salles de concert et également en ligne !

L’équipe
de
CinEast

welcome
to the 13 th
hybrid
edition
The 2020 edition of CinEast will undoubtedly
be unlike any other – we hope this year’s 13th
edition will be a ‘lucky edition’ and most importantly that it will bring joy to movie-goers
and provide a welcome dose of escapism in
these difficult times.
In spite of all the difficulties and restrictions arising
from the present circumstances, we never had any
doubts about wanting to organise this year’s edition, and have at least part of the festival be held
in cinemas. We took it as our duty − towards the
viewers, naturally, as well as towards our collaborators and partners; but also a duty to help to bring
the movies to life, fill the cinemas and concert halls
with excitement and continue to bring some joy to
you, our public.
For more than 7 months now, the pandemic has
trapped us in our bubbles − of our immediate
circle, of our homes, of those closest to us. The
crisis may be far from over but it is still possible,
and necessary to escape our bubbles, both literally and figuratively. At least once in a while; we
should make the effort to leave the confinement
of our homes, to see those who are different from
us and confront ideas and situations we may not
be familiar with.
In order to make such encounters possible, we
have done our best to offer movie-goers a safe
environment by strictly adhering to the sanitary
measures in force, but also by offering − for the
first time in the festival’s history − online access for
all those who cannot or would rather not yet come
to the cinema.

The 2020 programme has therefore been adapted, but viewers will still be able to choose from
around fifty feature films and ten events, including four concerts. It has not been easy to convince
guests to come and we would like to give our
thanks in advance to the dozen physical guests
(and a similar number participating online) who
agreed to come to the festival to present their
films. The juries should also be able to meet in person, as they usually do.
This year the festival places particular focus on
Hungarian cinema and culture, with around ten
films, several guests and two concerts. For the first
time − and that was an obvious choice − the cinema of Belarus will be represented at the festival.
Despite the circumstances, we have not forgotten the more festive and convivial aspects, such as
the opening concert with the ‘gypsy swing’ group
Canarro, the apéro-jazz ciné-concert by the HeFi
Quartet and the guitar and percussion ensemble
Branko Galoić Trio. To be enjoyed without moderation, but in a ‘café-concert’ mode.
We hope that this programme will offer you a form
of escapism, a journey that offers you the opportunity for great discoveries and encounters, and also
enrich your reflections.
We would like to warmly thank all the individuals
and organisations who, despite the difficult situation, have trusted us and made this 13th edition
possible: our partners, sponsors, guests, team
members and volunteers.
In particular, we would like to thank you, our dear
public, for the trust you have shown us. We hope
to see as many of you as possible this year, in spite
of the constraints.
We hope you enjoy some enriching and pleasant
moments during this edition and look forward to
seeing you in cinemas, concert halls and also online!

The
CinEast
team

FILMS & DOCUMENTAIRES | LIVRES AUDIO & MUSIQUE
MÉTHODES DE LANGUES | LUXEMBURGENSIA | PRÊT GRATUIT

mardi - vendredi : 10h00 - 20h00 | samedi : 10h00 - 18h00
37D, av. J.-F. Kennedy | L-1855 Luxembourg
Tél.: (+352) 26 559-100 | www.a-z.lu
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official
competition

Eight films are included in the
official competition of the 13th
edition of CinEast. They will compete for the Grand Prix and the
Special Jury Prize awarded by
the International Jury, as well as
for the Critics’ Prize awarded by a
separate Press Jury.

f

The festival audience will choose
the winner of the Audience
Award. The festival-goers are
invited to cast their film votes after screenings using voting slips.
Spectators present at the short
film marathons will also choose
the winners of the Audience
Awards for Short Films in the

three categories (Best Short Fiction Film, Best Short Animated
Film and Best Short Documentary Film).
The award-winning films will be
announced at the Awards Ceremony held at Kinepolis on 24 October (at 19.00).

films in
competition

Charlatan
by Agnieszka Holland

Drita
by Daniel Kruglikov

Father
by Srdan Golubović

Mare
by Andrea Štaka

Otto The Barbarian
by Ruxandra Ghițescu

Servants
by Ivan Ostrochovský

Spiral
by Cecília Felméri

Stories From The Chestnut Woods
by Gregor Božič
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i

international
jury

Heleen Gerritsen
festival director, GoEast

Tomasz Wasilewski
director/scriptwriter
president of the jury

Tomasz Wasilewski (born 1980) is
a Polish director and scriptwriter. He graduated from the Academy of Film and Television and
The National Film School in Łódź.
He was first assistant director to
Małgorzata Szumowska on her
movie 33 Scenes from Life. His
full–length feature debut In a Bedroom (W sypialni) had its world
premiere at the Karlovy Vary IFF
in 2012 and was one of the most
frequently presented Polish films
at international film festivals. His
second feature film Floating Skyscrapers (Płynące Wieżowce) premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival in New York in 2013. American
film critics from IndieWire voted Floating Skyscrapers the best
movie presented at Tribeca, and
the film went on to win East of the
West Competition of the Karlovy
Vary IFF in 2013 and numerous
other prizes. In 2016 Variety Magazine picked Tomasz Wasilewski
as one of “10 Europeans to watch”.
His third feature film United
States of Love (Zjednoczone Stany
Miłości) had its world premiere at
the 66th Berlin IFF in 2016 (Competition) and won the Silver Bear
for Best Script. Wasilewski’s films
are characterised by a minimalistic style focusing rather on the
image than words, building psychological portraits created with
precision and sensitiveness. He is
now working on his fourth feature
film entitled Fools.
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Heleen Gerritsen (The Netherlands, 1978) studied Slavonic Languages, Eastern European Studies
and Economics in Amsterdam and
St. Petersburg, Russia. She moved
to Germany in 2003 where she
completed a course in film production and started freelancing as
a producer. In 2009 she produced
her first feature length documentary and founded her own production company Serious Directions.
From 2014 to 2016 she was the director of the European Documentary Film Festival dokumentART
in Neubrandenburg. Since October 2017 Heleen is at the helm of
goEast – Festival of Central and
Eastern European Film.

Jani Thiltges
producer

Jani Thiltges studied film at INSAS
in Brussels. He is a co-founder, partner and CEO of Samsa Film, Luxembourg’s biggest film production company (founded in 1986),
where he has produced and coproduced more than 80 features.
He is also a co-founder and partner
of Artemis Productions (Belgium)
and the head of EAVE. His name
can be found on the credit list of
many acclaimed productions, including Don´t Look Back by Marina
Van, Our Children by Joachim Lafosse or Bye Bye Germany and Irina Palm by Sam Garbarski. He is
currently producing Where is Anne
Frank by the Oscar nominee and
Golden Globe Winner Ari Folman.

Boyd van Hoeij

Zoé Wittock

film critic

film director

Boyd van Hoeij is a Dutch-born
freelance film critic based in Luxembourg and Paris. He was a contributing critic to industry magazines Variety and (since 2013) The
Hollywood Reporter. Boyd also
regularly contributes to De Filmkrant (Netherlands) and is an artistic advisor of the Luxembourg
City Film Festival and the president
of the Luxembourg Film Fund Selection Committee. He has taught
film criticism and conducted workshops dedicated to shot-by-shot
analysis of film classics in countries
as varied as Lithuania, Ireland, Portugal, Hungary and the USA.

Belgian by origin, transported from
an early age to the four corners of
the world, Zoé grew up between
Europe, Africa and Australia. At 17,
dreaming of sharing some of these
adventures, she flew to France
where she began her apprenticeship in cinema, before pursuing a
master’s degree in directing at the
prestigious AFI (American Film Institute) in Los Angeles. After a few
shorts, Zoé wrote and directed her
debut feature Jumbo, selected for
the 2020 Sundance and Berlin film
festivals. While touring film festivals, Zoé is also currently busy writing her new projects.

p

s

press
jury

ciné
sections

The films on the programme
are divided into 8 sections:
Competition

Films competing for the Grand
Prix, the Special Jury Prize and
the Critics’ Prize

Yasemin Elci

António Raúl Reis

The Luxembourg Times

BOM DIA / Contacto

Yasemin Elci is a reporter for The
Luxembourg Times, writing about
visual arts, exhibitions and film.
Yasemin got her BA degree at
Dartmouth College (USA). Before
moving to Luxembourg in November 2019, she was the director of
Leica Gallery Istanbul (2016–2019),
where she curated exhibitions
of international photographers,
and worked at Gallery x-ist, a contemporary art gallery in Istanbul
(2009–2016). She is also one of the
creative co-producers of a documentary on Turkish contemporary
art that will come out in 2021.

António Raúl Reis is one of the
founders of the association of critics in Luxembourg and the only
film critic in the Grand Duchy who
writes in Portuguese. At the age of
10, his favourite actors were Fred
Astaire and James Stewart. At 17,
he produced his first radio show
on cinema. Since then, António has
published reviews and hosted cinema shows in various media outlets (Première Portugal, Radio Ara,
Contacto, BOM DIA, Público, etc.).
He admires the Coen brothers
and enjoys being an extra in movies. Recently, he launched a Portuguese cine club in Luxembourg.

In collaboration with

Cinéscope

A selection of the most interesting recent films from across the
region of Central and Eastern
Europe
funnyeast

A selection of comedies from the
countries of Central and Eastern
Europe
East goes West

A selection of films born somewhere in between the “East”
and the “West”
Cinédocs

A selection of outstanding documentary films from the countries
of Central and Eastern Europe
CinéSHORTS

A selection of remarkable short
films-fiction, animated and
documentary

Elena Lazic
Freelance / Cineuropa

Elena Lazic is a French freelance
film critic based in London. She
studied Film Studies at King’s College London. She has written for
Sight & Sound, Little White Lies,
The Guardian and Mubi Notebook, among other outlets. She also works as a community manager
for Cineuropa, a film website focusing on European cinema.

Cinéyouth

Programmes for children and
young people
Cinéspecials

Special screenings
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Focus on
Hungary

CinEast 2020 aims to highlight

In 2020 the CinEast festival
puts the spotlight on Hungary,
a country with rich film heritage that never stops surprising the cinematic world with
outstanding and often daring
film productions and gifted
filmmakers.

The Focus on Hungary will showcase six Hungarian feature films of
various genres as well as two short
films.
The festival kicks off with Comrade
Drakulich, an entertaining black
comedy by Márk Bodzár, the
Opening Film of this 13th edition.
The Official Competition programme includes the brand-new
debut feature by Cecília Felméri
entitled Spiral, while the remarkable Eden by renowned director
Ágnes Kocsis, which premiered at
the Rotterdam IFF, is definitely another of this year’s highlights. A still
from the film also served as the basis for this year’s festival’s main visual. The programme also features
FOMO by Attila Hartung, a teenage
drama that lays bare the destructive power of social media, the
multiple storyline collage Treasure
City by the award-winning director
Szabolcs Hajdu and the light-hearted romantic comedy Neither with
You by Dénes Orosz.
The short fiction film Break by
Levente Kölcsey and the animation short Helfer by Anna Szöllősi
round up the Hungarian film selection presented in the framework of
the focus this year.
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ciné
focus

The festival’s Cinéfocus feature
highlights the work of the talented actor Alexandra Borbély, who
stars in both Spiral and Comrade
Drakulich and is best known for her
performance in the Golden Bearwinning film On Body And Soul by
Ildikó Enyiedi. As a special guest of
the festival, Alexandra will also participate in two Q&As.

The festival has also organised two
musical events in the framework of
the Focus. Hungarian gypsy jazz
ensemble Canarro will perform at
the festival’s Opening event on 9
October in Melusina club. During
the event, festival-goers will also
have the opportunity to try some
typical Hungarian food and drinks.
Finally, local Hungarian rock band
Toldi Mike will give a concert at the
CinEast night held in Rotondes on
15 October.
The Focus on Hungary is organised with the support of

• Milcho Manchevski, renowned
Macedonian film director and writer, winner of the Golden Lion in
Venice in 1994 with his directorial debut Before the Rain, a film
listed by The New York Times as
one of the “Best 1000 Films Ever
Made”. CinEast 2020 presents
his Academy Award nominated
Before the Rain (1994), the eastern
western Dust (2001), as well as his
most recent feature Willow (2019).
The focus is rounded up with two of
his short films: Thursday (2013) and
The End of Time (2017), as well as
a Q&A encounter with Manchevski
on 11/10 in Utopia. [see more on
pp. 56-58]
• The much-praised Hungarian
actor Alexandra Borbély, bestknown for her performance in
Ildikó Enyedi’s On Body and Soul,
who can be seen at this year’s
CinEast in two very different roles
– in the competition drama Spiral
and the Opening Film, the black
comedy Comrade Drakulich.
• Prolific Czech producer Hanka
Kastelicová, working on documentaries for HBO Europe, whose
signature can be found on this
year’s documentary highlights
Acasa, My Home and Collective,
and who is already very well-known
to CinEast aficionados from previous editions: e.g. When The War
Comes, Nothing Like Before. She also participated in last year’s CinEast
Pro co-production forum.
• Young Polish actor and rising
star Magdalena Koleśnik who
amazed us with her debut stunning lead performance in Magnus
von Horn’s Cannes title Sweat, the
Closing Film of the festival. You can
also see her in a minor role in the
film Marygoround.

e
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special
evenings

Programmes for children and
young people

The 13th edition presents
several thematic evening and
combined programmes
The combined programme “Exploration after Apocalypse” (9/10)
takes you on an extraordinary trip
to the unique landscape of the
Chernobyl zone, with the short
film Pripyat Piano followed by the
feature documentary Stalking
Chernobyl.

The “Belarus night” (14/10) celebrates the latest addition to the
CinEast family, the cinema of
Belarus. Two films about young
people by talented and equally
young female directors – II (Two) by
Vlada Senkova and the award-winning Crystal Swan by Darya Zhuk –
offer a peek into the ordinary lives
of people in this relatively littleknown country.
The intricate relationships between
parents and their grown-up children will be explored within the
combined programme “Family
Ties” (15/10) that presents two features delving into fatherhood (The
Father) and motherhood (Mater).

The “Manchevski night” (12/10,
see Cinéfocus for more details)
brings you a rare opportunity to discover two major oeuvres
by the renowned Macedonian
director, including his latest film
Willow and the 1994 Golden Lionwinning classic Before the Rain, as
well as two short surprises.
The three short film marathons
invite you to experience careful as
well as colourful selections of some
of the best recent short fiction, animated and documentary films from
the region.

ciné
youth

The CinEast@Mudam event (18/10)
invites you to discover the personality and working methods of the
world-renowned surrealist filmmaker Jan Švankmajer (documentary
Athanor - The Alchemical Furnace).
And, finally, the very hot topic of
the risks that the Internet poses to
young people is dealt with in two
disconcerting films included in the
“Internet dangers” (21/10) combined programme: FOMO and
Caught in the Net.

In this difficult year marked by the
restrictions related to COVID-19,
the festival’s programme of youth
screenings is not as rich as before. However, with full respect
of health protection measures in
place, the traditional Kids Show with limited capacity and special
set-up - will again invite children
of all nationalities from the age of
2 to spend a pleasant hour in the
company of animated heroes from
Central and Eastern Europe (17/10,
Neimënster, no spoken language,
free entry, reservations required).

Teenagers (15+) might be tempted to watch stories of their imaginary peers dealing with problems
that they have in common: the
darker side of social media rush in
the Hungarian teen drama FOMO,
the comedy Jelgava ‘94 about rock
music & growing up in communist
Latvia and risky first love relationships in the Belarussian film II (Two).
The CinEast festival also organises school screenings of selected
films in the premises of several collaborating schools in Luxembourg.
These screenings are reserved for
students only and are free of charge.
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d

ciné
debates

In 2020 the festival will offer a
series of discussions on various
topics taking place after several screenings (cinédebates).
We hope that these exchanges
will be interesting and enriching for all.
“Caught In The Net” – a discussion as part of CinEast’s traditional Women’s Event, which will focus on the topic of online sexual
abuse of children (mostly teenage
girls). Moderated by Martyna Adamska, in the presence of the executive producer/co-producer of the
film Pavla Klimešová and several
experts. [after the screening of the
film Caught in the Net by Vít Klusák
& Barbora Chalupová (Sun 11/10)]

“Systemic Corruption and The
Power Of Media” – a discussion
on systemic corruption in Eastern European countries and elsewhere and the means to combat
it, and on the power of journalism in the fight against corruption and attacks on press freedom.
In the presence of the director
Alexander Nanau, the co-producer of the film and (one or more)
speaker(s) from civil society. [after
the screening of the film Collective
by Alexander Nanau (Tue 13/10)]
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“Environmental Grief and Climate
Activism” – a discussion on the radical forms of fighting for/defending
the climate (their legitimacy and effectiveness), on the revolt of mothers who do not want to leave their
children in an uninhabitable world,
and more generally on the avenues
open to action and the difficulties
of provoking a shock of awareness
which is followed by strong actions.
In the presence of the director Andrea Culková, the Minister of Energy and Spatial Planning Claude
Turmes and other participants. [after the screening of the film Grief
by Andrea Culková (Fri 16/10)]

“Eco Communities and Alternative Lifestyles” – a discussion provoking us to re-examine ‘What
is a community?’ (or its core values) and ‘What could an alternative model of society and culture
potentially look like?’ Could ecocommunities offer a model for a
more sustainable lifestyle? And,
are we, as human beings, ready
for it? In the presence of the director Margit Lillak and several members of alternative communities.
[after the screening of the film The
Circle by Margit Lillak (Sun 18/10)]

c

ciné
cycle

Numerous films will form part of
the thematic cycle “Planting the
Future. Our planet and societies
at a crossroads”, which underpins the festival’s reflection on the
unsustainability of our relationship with the environment and
our social and economic models,
and aims to consider the paths
open for action and change.

The theme pops up in numerous
films (documentaries and fiction)
on the programme, it will be discussed during several ciné-debates
and it is also reflected in the photography exhibition “Planting the
Future” installed at and organised
in collaboration with Neimënster.

A

ciné
art

PLANTING THE FUTURE
Our planet and societies at
a crossroads
photography exhibition
8-27 October 2020
Neimënster

mankind and nature and the clash
between humans themselves have
led to damage that many consider irreversible. Is it still possible to
“cure” our planet and our societies by making our economic and
social models more sustainable?

The starting point of the Planting
the Future photographic exhibition is the manifest unsustainability of our relationship with the environment and with those around us.

The exhibition aims to raise some
crucial questions that are even
more pressing now, as we go powerless through an unprecedented health and economic crisis.
The featured projects by Matjaž
Krivic
(Slovenia), Szymon Barylski (Poland), Kacper Kowalski (Poland), Igor Grubić (Croatia),
Ciril Jazbec (Slovenia), and Luca
Locatelli (Italy) document – all

It invites the public to reflect on
what brought us to the current
crossroads: the human footprint on
Earth is undoubtedly a permanent
one and the collision between hu-

around the world – social disparity and child labour, environmental disasters, pollution and the
devastating consequences of climate change but, on the other hand, they also show practices and initiatives for a more
sustainable
development, inspiring reflection on the paths
open for our action and change.
The opening of the exhibition
will take place at Neimënster on
Thursday 8 October (17.30)
Organised in collaboration and
with the support of
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ciné
music

CinEast is also about Eastern
European music!
The Opening Event of our 13th
CinEast edition (Fri 9/10), in Melusina’s brand new ‘café-concert’ setting, will be a treat for festival-goers as it features the well-known
Hungarian gypsy swing quintet
Canarro.

The CinEast Night at Rotondes
(Thu 15/10) pushes out the melting
pot of the cultural diversity of CinEast, it‘s all in the mix! The evening starts with a selection of short
movies, then moves you on to the
alternative rock concert of Toldi
Mike, a music group composed of
Hungarians living in Luxembourg,
and it winds up with a chilled-out
set mixed by DJ Heincha of Latvian origins.

Their live performance, inspired
by Django Reinhardt’s famous
manouche jazz and gypsy music,
will be followed by a groovy Balkan-swing set prepared especially
for CinEast by DJ Don Simon.

On the last day of the festival (Sun
25/10), Apero Jazz at Neimënster
will host our traditional ciné-concert. HeFi Quartet, led by Leszek
Wiśniowski, currently one of the
most acclaimed Polish jazz flutist,
saxophonist, clarinetist and composer, will perform a live soundtrack to the silent movie The Polish
Dancer / Bestia, starring Pola Negri.
After the movie, the band will play
film tunes of famous Polish composers, such as Komeda, Kaper,
and others.

At the Closing Event (Fri 23/10,
Melusina), come and enjoy a music programme with Eastern European touch. Branko Galoić Trio will
combine traditional ex-Yugoslavia
melodies with rock, ska, pop and
chanson. There will be also typical
food from our region and all of that
in a great atmosphere and a safe
seating arrangement of the venue.

g

ciné
gastronomy
Due to Covid restrictions, the offer
of culinary events during the13th
edition will unfortunately not be
as rich as in previous years. Nevertheless, two evenings at Melusina the Opening Event (Fri 9/10) and
Closing Event (Fri 23/10) - will allow you to enjoy some typical Central and Eastern European flavours
during the musical programme. To
adapt to the government’s safety
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regulations, Melusina has turned
their space into a comfortable and
more intimate seating area with table arrangements (for up to 4, 6
and 8 people, reservations recommended). You will be able to
choose typical dishes from our region and enjoy Eastern European
delights on the stage and on the
plate. And drinks too!

oc online
cinema
cineast.eventive.org
You want to see more films,
but don’t have time to always come to the cinema? Or
you have missed your favorite film because of a sold out?
You can still watch part of our
programme online and enjoy
CinEast also from the safety of
your home. Also, if you are in
a vulnerable group and would
like to participate, it is your
right & we want you to enjoy
the festival too!
What’s new?
• 40+ festival programmes
available at the brand new CinEast
Online Cinema
• integrated online ticketing for
both physical and online screenings:
paperless,
contactless,
no queuing in cinemas
• a special ‘Hybrid Pass’ (5 physical + 5 online screenings) and
‘Online Pass’ (5 online screenings)
• some free online content to discover (3 short programmes, 3 features and a few online Q&A’s)
• standalone ticket price for online
screenings: 5€

How it works?
• easy online registration (name,
surname, e-mail address and indicating your payment method)
• possibility to browse films in the
Calendar by tags, venues, sections
and save your favorites
• all screenings are available for a
limited number of views, within a
limited period of time (when the
maximum number of total views
has been reached, the selected
film will not be available anymore)
• in general, films become available online one day after their first
(physical) screening, in one of
CinEast’s main venues [for more
information on availability windows please check the Calendar]
• after unlocking virtual content,
you have 3 days to start watching
and also 3 days to finish the film

• access to screenings is subject
to availability (same as for physical
screenings), this is why we strongly advice always pre-ordering tickets well in advance
• pass- and accreditation holders also need to pre-order online
screenings, just like with physical
screenings, this year done exclusively online (otherwise, we are not
able to guarantee you a seat)
• all films are geoblocked for Luxembourg but a few online/hybrid
Q&A’s will be widely accessible
• if you want to surprise someone,
you can get them a gift ticket (or
pass), or if you finally cannot make
it to the cinema, transfer them one
of your tickets as a passholder and
share with them the wanderlust of
cinema.

Need help?
▪ ‘Need Help’ section available for
tech support & FAQ with a live chat
option by Eventive
▪ for other questions, please consult
the Frequently Asked Questions on
cineast.lu and cineast.eventive.org
▪ if you don’t find your answer, you
can contact the CinEast team via
ticketing@cineast.lu or via CinEast’s
Facebook page.
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No split between the first
and last month.

Flat rate guaranteed
Fiber Internet
500Mbit/s - €39 /month

Conditions on orange.lu

opening FiLm

opening FiLm
FUnnyeasT
FocUs on hUngary
onLine

big
big screen
screen

08/10

19.00

ThU

nei

11/10

19.00

sUn

cn a

15/10

20.15

K UR

ThU
home cinema

starting from

16/10

19.00

Fri

k in

18/10 18.30
sUn

nei

onLine cinema
starting from

COMRADE DRAKULICH
DRAKULICS ELVTÁRS
(Hungary 2019) by MÁRK BODZSÁR
black comedy, 95 min, en subtitles
We are pleased to open the 13th “hybrid” edition of the CinEast film
festival with this entertaining, playful and witty black comedy by the
talented director Márk Bodzsár, who won the Special Prize of the Jury for
his previous film Heavenly Shift at CinEast 2013. The film is also presented
in the framework of this year’s Focus on Hungary.
Hungary in the 70s. Comrade Fábián, the Hungarian hero of the Cuban revolution, comes home to take part in a blood drive for Vietnam, the communist sister nation of Hungary. But something is wrong with the old comrade:
he looks like a 30-year-old, has a cool demeanour, and drives a fire-red Mustang. A young couple who work for the secret police are assigned to monitor
the stranger and find out the secret of his eternal youth.
What is the secret of the ageless comrade, who drinks a red fizzy drink,
and gazes longingly at ladies’ gently curved necks? Comrades and spies
start to believe that Bela Lugosi, the star of the old Dracula movie,
is not the only Hungarian vampire.
16/10 - Hungarian Evening (Kinepolis)

17/10
With the support of
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cLosing FiLm

cLosing FiLm
cinéscope

(Poland-Sweden 2020) by MagnuS vOn HORn
drama, 105 min, en subtitles

big screen

24/10
saT

25/10
sUn

SWEAT

19.00

k in

19.00

uto

partner of the
awards ceremony
[24/10]:

The second feature by Swedish-born Poland-based director Magnus von
Horn, Sweat, which premiered at this year’s Cannes festival, recounts three
days in the life of influencer, self-obsessed fitness star and motivator Sylwia Zając (a wonderful performance by Magdalena Koleśnik, debuting on
the big screen), avid user of social media - which has turned her into a celebrity. As we share this time of highs and lows filled with workout routines,
meeting fans and posting with her Instagram followers, we observe Sylwia
revealing her private life and emotions as a way of living and earning money,
while gravitating on the border of authenticity and fakeness.
Although she has hundreds of thousands of followers, Sylwia is longing for
intimacy, closeness and romantic life since her only true companion is Jackson, her dog. When one of her followers takes a step too far, her Instagramperfect life is put to test as a rattling stalker starts to follow her in real life,
something which will eventually make her realise new truths about herself.
A contemporary story on modern celebrities and body worship. In this
closely, well observed psychological portrait, von Horn manages to capture genuine feelings and emotions with authenticity and lightness while
looking closely and without judgments at human relations and interactions
in a somewhat dehumanised world.
With the participation of the director Magnus von Horn
MagnuS vOn HORn

Magnus von Horn was born in 1983 in Sweden, Gothenburg. He currently lives and works
in Poland. He graduated from the Polish National Film School in Łódź in 2013, where he now
teaches directing. Magnus made a successful entrance with his short films: Echo (2010)
premiered at Sundance FF and Without Snow
(2011) premiered at Locarno FF. His debut feature The Here After premiered at the Directors’
Fortnight 2015 – Cannes FF and won two Swed-
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ish Guldbagge Awards for Best Film and Best
Director. The Here After toured festivals such
as Toronto, Karlovy Vary and San Sebastian. His
second feature length fiction Sweat, a smartly
focused story about the life of a social influencer, is one of the more textured and rewarding
features to deal with the phenomenon of modern celebrity. Sweat took part in Torino Film Lab
and was part of the Cannes 2020 Official Selection.

compeTiTion

compeTiTion
cinécycLe
onLine

(Czech Republic-Ireland-Poland-Slovakia 2020) by agnIESZKa HOLLanD
biopic/drama, 118 min, en subtitles

big screen

09/10

19.00

Fri

K IN

13/10

20.45

TUe

uto

19/10

21.00

mon

cin

onLine cinema
starting from

10/10

CHARLATAN
ŠARLATÁN
Agnieszka Holland’s Charlatan is inspired by the true story of herbalist Jan
Mikolášek, who dedicated his life to caring for the sick in spite of the immense
obstacles he faced in his private and public life. Born at the turn of the 20th
century, Mikolášek won fame and fortune using unorthodox treatment methods to cure a wide range of diseases. Already a local institution in Czechoslovakia before World War II, he gained in reputation and wealth during the
Nazi occupation and under the Communist rule. One after another, each
regime wants to use his skills in return for his protection. But how high are
the costs to maintain this status as the tide begins to turn?
A fascinating, loosely inspired biopic, Charlatan brings to a wider audience a
cult Czech figure, whose patients spanned from local villagers to Nazi officers
and the Czechoslovak president, Antonín Zápotocký. Tackling sacrifice and
compromise, Holland once again delivers a thorough and intriguing study of
a nuanced, multidimensional character whose life spans several major political
events of 20th century Europe. The film premiered at this year’s Berlinale.
With the participation of the director Agnieszka Holland
With the support of the Czech Embassy in Luxembourg
agnIESZKa HOLLanD

is one of Poland’s most prominent film directors and screenwriters. After graduating from
Prague Film School (FAMU) in 1971, she started her film career as an assistant of Krzysztof Zanussi and Andrzej Wajda, and gained
notoriety as part of the “Polish New Wave”.
She collaborated on many scripts, including Wajda’s Danton (1982), Korczak (1990)
and Kieslowski’s Trois couleurs. Bleu (1993).
Her 1978 feature debut Provincial Actors won
the FIPRESCI prize at Cannes. Angry Harvest (1985), was nominated for an Academy

Award and in 1991 Europa, Europa earned
even greater international acclaim (Oscar
nomination, Golden Globe). In 2011, she presided over the International Jury of CinEast
and personally presented her drama In Darkness, which was nominated for Best Foreign
Language Film at the 84th Academy Awards.
In 2017 she received the Silver Bear for her
film Spoor at the Berlinale. CinEast also presented her miniseries Burning Bush (2013)
and the film Mr. Jones (2019). She is a member
of the European Film Academy.
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compeTiTion

DRITA

easT goes WesT

(Kosovo-uSa 2019) by DanIEL KRugLIKOv
drama, 82 min, en subtitles

onLine

big screen

09/10
Fri

14/10

18.30

cin

18.30

WeD

cin

21/10

19.00

WeD

uto

This is the story of Flamur and Drita. Flamur was a drifter; Kosovo for him
meant violence and war, so he fled in search of a better life. Drita, on the
other hand, insisted on staying. For her, Kosovo was home, family and
culture. When Flamur returns to Pristina, Drita is gone. Memories overwhelm him, and his present life becomes a feverish dream. He knows who
is to blame but not what to do with this disquieting knowledge.
Drita is a haunting, cinematic poem about the destructive cycle of violence, wrestling with one´s own traditions and the redeeming force of love.
A riveting story of revenge.
With the participation of the director Daniel Kruglikov

onLine cinema
starting from

10/10

DanIEL KRugLIKOv

is a son of Russian immigrants, he grew up in
the United States and graduated from New
York University, majoring in Economics and
Russian Studies. He went on to direct music
videos for some of the biggest names in indie rock music, including Sean Lennon, The
GOASTT, and Patti Smith. He wrote and directed two short films, Lula, and The Farewell,
which have screened at film festivals around
the world. He has worked at the Mariinsky
Theater in St. Petersburg as a director-in-res-
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idence, collaborating with the legendary conductor Valery Gergiev on film installations for
his opera productions. In 2017, he co-wrote
an ARTE feature documentary entitled Princes
among Men about Romani communities, shot
in seven countries of Eastern Europe. Daniel lives and works in New York City. In 2019,
he completed his first feature film Drita, under
the executive production of the British contemporary artist and Oscar-winning director
Steve McQueen.

compeTiTion
onLine

FATHER
OTAC
(Serbia-France-germany-Croatia-Ba-SI 2020) by SRDan gOLuBOvIĆ
drama, 120 min, en subtitles

big screen

11/10

21.00

sUn

cin

14/10

21.00

WeD

cin

20/10

20.45

TUe

uto

onLine cinema
starting from

12/10

When his wife, submerged in the depths of extreme poverty and social neglect, commits a desperate act, Nikola (getting a powerful performance by Goran Bogdan) is forced to surrender his children to foster care,
since – according to the corrupt local administration – he is not able to provide them with decent living conditions. The situation looks hopeless and
even after several appeals and his insistence, Nikola is unable to get them
back. As a result, he sets out on foot from his small town in Serbia to the
country’s capital, to bring attention to his case and find justice. The last
thing he will do is give up on his children. Will Nikola find in Belgrade what
he is looking for?
A compelling road odyssey, Father by Serbian director Srdan Golubović
(CinEast’s Grand Prix Winner for Circles in 2013) zooms in on a fight for
justice by the most vulnerable, in this case a desperate father’s fight for
his children, in the name of parental love. This moving allegoric tale of
human dignity, through the protagonist’s determination and persistence,
explores all the corners of fatherly love.
The film won two awards in the Panorama section of this year’s Berlin IFF.
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compeTiTion

MARE
(Switzerland-Croatia 2020) by anDREa ŠtaKa
drama, 84 min, en subtitles

big screen

11/10

18.30

sUn

cin

13/10

19.00

TUe

uto

18/10

18.30

sUn

cin

Mare, a middle-aged mother, runs her small family’s modest household
in the vicinity of a busy airport near Dubrovnik. They badly need a new
washing machine and their teenage son is getting out of hand. Mare is not
unhappy, but it is hard for her to find a moment for herself in the hustle and
bustle of her everyday existence. She was certainly hoping for more in her
life. When a chance encounter offers her an escape, she does not think
about it twice.
Mare is a delicate study of solitude and the quiet thirst for fulfillment.
This is a modest, but elegantly crafted film, strong on detail and impressive and powerful in its central performance.
The film premiered in Berlinale’s Panorama.
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compeTiTion
onLine

SERVANTS
SLUžObNíCI
(Slovakia-Czech Republic-Romania-Ireland 2020) by Ivan OStROCHOvSKý
drama, 80 min, en subtitles

big screen

18/10

21.00

sUn

cin

20/10

19.00

TUe

23/10
Fri

uto

18.30

cin

1980s totalitarian Czechoslovakia. Juraj and Michal, two high-school
friends, enter a theological seminary where, out of fear that their school
could be closed, tutors mould the attitudes of the young seminarians
along lines pleasing to the ruling Communist party. The young students
are faced with the difficult decision of whether to conform and collaborate with the regime, or choose the path of resistance and become subject
to draconian surveillance perpetrated by the secret police.
Shot in luminous black-and-white and employing a claustrophobic,
old-fashioned 4:3 aspect ratio, Servants is a tightly scripted film-noirish
drama of temptation, courage and faith.

onLine cinema
starting from

The film premiered at this year’s Berlinale.

19/10

With the participation of the director Ivan Ostrochovský
With the support of the Slovak Embassy in Brussels
and the association Slovaks in Luxembourg

Ivan OStROCHOvSKý

is a Slovak director born in 1972 in Žilina.
After several documentary shorts and series,
Ivan directed his feature documentary debut Velvet Terrorists (2013) which premiered
at Berlinale 2014, where it won the Tagesspiegel Readers’ Award. Ivan’s feature debut Koza
(2015) celebrated its world premiere at Berlinale 2015. It was selected by the festival director to be a nominee for the Best First Feature
Award. It was also shortlisted for the 2015 Eu-

ropean Film Awards and was the Slovak Oscar
Entry for 2016. Ivan is also the co-writer of Censor, the latest project by Peter Kerekeš which
was presented in the Works in Progress sections of Karlovy Vary IFF and Odessa IFF, winning awards for best project at both festivals.
His latest film Servants (2020) was presented in
a world premiere at the brand-new Berlinale
competition section Encounters. He is also a
co-owner and producer at sentimentalfilm and
Punkchart films.
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compeTiTion
cinécycLe

STORIES FROM THE CHESTNUT WOODS
ZgODbE IZ KOSTANjEVIH gOZDOV
(Slovenia-Italy 2019) by gREgOR BOžIč
drama, 81 min, en subtitles

big screen

12/10
mon

13/10

19.00

uto

21.00

TUe

cin

22/10

21.00

ThU

cin

The time of the Second World War. A small village surrounded by chestnut woods in the valley on the Italian-Slovene border abounds with
stories from both the present and past, real and imagined. One of them
is of Mario, a reclusive and stingy old carpenter grieving over his late wife.
By chance, he encounters and befriends Marta, a young chestnut seller
who dreams of leaving home and starting a new life abroad.
This is a melancholic, poetic tale about the disappearance of small communities, the haunting presence of the past and the power of imagination.
Stories From The Chestnut Woods has an intoxicatingly beautiful cinematography and the sad, languorous fluidity of a dream.
With the participation of the director Gregor Božič
With the support of the Slovenian Film Center
and the Slovenian Embassy in Brussels

gREgOR BOžIč

was born in 1984 during the Sarajevo Winter
Olympics, in Nova Gorica, a Slovenian town
on the border with Italy. He studied film directing at the AGRFT in Ljubljana, the Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia in Rome and the
DFFB in Berlin. Apart from working as a film
director and director of photography, most notably together with the director Matjaž Ivanišin
(Playing Men in 2017 and Oroslan in 2019),
Gregor is also involved in long-term research
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into Mediterranean autochthonous fruit varieties.
In 2012, he collaborated with farmers from the
Italo-Slovene borderland in setting up a gene
bank orchard. It was during this time that he collected numerous memories and stories from the
20th century, which inspired his debut feature,
Stories from the Chestnut Woods (2019). Stories
from the Chestnut Woods had its world premiere
at the Toronto International Film Festival in 2019
and has been screened at
numerous international film festivals.

compeTiTion
FocUs on hUngary
onLine

(Hungary-Romania 2020) by CECíLIa FELMéRI
drama, 93 min, en subtitles

big screen
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21/10
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22/10
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ThU

cin

onLine cinema
starting from

18/10

SpIRAL
SpIRÁL

Bence, a young biologist, lives with his fiancée Janka in a small house
by a quiet fishing pond, in the middle of nowhere, in the heart of the
Hungarian plains. His job is to take care of the pond and study the
local biosphere, particularly a special species of catfish. However, the
uneventful life of the couple lived in harmony with the cyclical workings
of nature suddenly changes forever when a dramatic accident occurs.
This slow-paced, beautifully filmed and strangely intense movie, with
the impressive performance of Bogdan Dumitrache, the leading actor,
tells the darkly gripping story of a love triangle, of letting-go of the past,
of reconciliation with the present, and finding peace of mind. Spiral is a
surprising and wonderfully accomplished feature film debut.
With the participation of the actress Alexandra Borbély
With the support of the Hungarian National Film Institute

aLExanDRa BORBéLy

is a Slovakia-born theatre and film actor, living and working in Hungary. Alexandra graduated from the Academy of Performing Arts
in Bratislava, and subsequently went to Budapest to study acting. Since graduating
from the Budapest University of Theatre and
Film Arts in 2012, she has worked at József
Katona Theatre in Budapest. She has per-

formed in many stage productions, and appeared in a variety of television and film roles,
both in Hungary and Slovakia. In 2017, she
won the European Actress Award for her enthralling performance in the leading role of Ildikó Enyedi´s critically acclaimed On Body
and Soul. This year, she plays one of the protagonists in Cecília Felméri´s original feature
debut Spirál.
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compeTiTion
onLine

OTTO THE bARbARIAN
OTTO bARbARUL
(Romania-Belgium 2020) by RuxanDRa gHIțESCu
drama, 115 min, en subtitles

big screen

15/10
ThU

16/10

20.45

uto

21.00
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cin

22/10

20.45

ThU

uto

onLine cinema
starting from

16/10

Not your usual coming-of-age story.
A 17-year-old going by the nickname of Otto, guitarist in the punk band of
his high school, finds himself entangled in the social services’ investigation
into his girlfriend’s suicide. Relations with his family, with the social worker
assigned to the case, with his fellow band members - and not just those –
explode as our anti-hero attempts to make sense of what has happened,
of his role therein and of his own life, while he keeps editing video footage
of his beautiful and tormented Laura. Between the true poetry of those
scenes, and shoulder-camera travels with Otto through his troubled days
and nights, the youngster struggling to face others’ expectations of him
is the protagonist of this movie.
With a panoply of prizes for her short films, Ruxandra Ghitescu assembled a mainly feminine team and a splendid cast for this feature film debut.
She succeeded in making the psychology of the characters become alive.
Audiences leave with the sense that: “This could happen to you”.
With the participation of the director Ruxandra Ghiţescu

RuxanDRa gHIțESCu

is a Romanian visual artist, screenwriter and
filmmaker. She graduated from the Karlsruhe
University of Arts and Design in Germany.
Currently, Ruxandra works as a director of
films and commercials and as a scriptwriter.
Her feature debut Otto the Barbarian, a Romanian-Belgian co-production, received sup-
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port as a part of several workshops for promising projects in development (Berlinale Script
Station 2016, CineLink Sarajevo 2016 and
L´Atelier de Cinefondation 2017). It has won
the Macedonian Film Institute Prize and the
CineLink Work in Progress 2019 Award. The
film premiered at 2020 Sarajevo Film Festival.

FicTion

cinéscope
cinéyoUTh

16+

neW coUnTry: beLarUs
onLine

big screen
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24/10
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onLine cinema
starting from

II (TWO)
(Belarus 2019) by vLaDa SEnKOva
coming-of-age/drama, 61 min, en subtitles
Nastya, Sasha and Kristina are 16 years old classmates going to the same
school in a Belarusian town. While the school sticks to its old-fashioned
discipline, they lead typical modern teenage lives while trying to be
different from everyone else and find their own place in life. Nastya and
Sasha plan to study in Poland, while Kristina is mostly interested in love
affairs. But one day their lives and dreams are shaken up by some shocking news and they have to face the unpleasant reality.
This very promising feature by female director Vlada Senkova offers an
authentic and well-acted peek into the life of young generation in Belarus.
It is an appealing coming-of-age story that skilfully touches upon various
social issues and problems faced by Belarussian teenagers today.

14/10 - belarus Night (together with Crystal Swan, p. 29)

15/10
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CARTURAN
CăRTURAN

cinéscope
onLine

(Romania-Sweden 2019) by LIvIu SănDuLESCu
drama, 90 min, English
big screen

12/10
mon

24/10
saT

18.30

nei

20.45

nei

onLine cinema
starting from

13/10
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With little time to live, Carturan, a 60-year-old man, battles to settle his
complex life affairs.
As the only carer for his grandson, the dying Carturan tries to find him a
home while he prepares his own funeral in the Davidești village, Argeș.
His own impending death fades into the background: trying to tie up
all the loose ends is uppermost for him, and without making judgment.
Issues such as corruption, emigration, childcare facilities, the centerperiphery divide, minority issues, and state-church-society relations pop
up among family values, bridges between generations, and the value of
tradition. The film is a tranquil silent reflection on the transience of life.
Long shots, idyllic scenery, a tour of ceilings, walls and obstacles of all
types pale in front of Carturan’s quest to tame death by an odd ceremony to leave everything in order and make peace with the world and all the
limitations of humankind.

cinéscope
FUnnyeasT
neW coUnTry: beLarUs
onLine

big screen

14/10

20.45
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nei

22/10

20.45
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nei

onLine cinema
starting from

15/10

CRYSTAL SWAN
ХРУСТАЛЬ
(Belarus-Russia-uSa-germany 2018) by DaRya ZHuK
drama/comedy, 93 min, en subtitles
Set a few years after Belarus gained independence in 1990, this vibrant
debut feature follows the path of young Evelina, who dreams of moving to
Chicago where she could pursue her passion for house music. However,
obtaining a US visa proves a difficult endeavour and, determined to flee
the country, the young woman takes the risk of buying a letter of employment on the black market. Depicting a nation anticipating a brighter future,
Crystal Swan is a story about a woman and her country, where feelings of self
and belonging are yet to be defined.
One of the biggest festival discoveries from Eastern Europe in 2019, a true
gem from Belarus, Crystal Swan portrays the roots of resistance with audacity and boldness. This vibrant, colourful film is filled with rebellious energy
that will get you carried away.
The film premiered at the Karlovy Vary IFF and scored numerous awards
at many festivals (Tbilisi, Shanghai, Odessa, Cork, Bratislava, Atlanta).
14/10 - belarus Night (together with II (Two), p. 27)
With the participation of the director Darya Zhuk

DaRya ZHuK

left Minsk, Belarus, at the age of 16 to study in
the US. Six years later with a cum laude B.A.
degree from Harvard University, Darya Zhuk
started making films first as a video artist, then
as a producer and today as a director. She is a
proud honors graduate of Columbia University MFA program in Directing. She strives to

tell fun, unapologetically messy stories about
always strong, diverse, and sometimes shocking women. Her debut feature film Crystal
Swan was the first Belarus entry into the Oscars
Best Foreign Language category in 22 years.
Crystal Swan premiered at Karlovy Vary and
won dozens of prizes around the world.
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cinéscope
cinécycLe
FocUs on hUngary
onLine
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onLine cinema
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EDEN
ÉDEN
(Hungary-Romania-Belgium 2020) by ÁgnES KOCSIS
drama, 153 min, en subtitles
Éva lives cut off from the outside world in her sterile blue apartment. She is
allergic to just about everything: all kinds of chemical substances, air pollution, radio waves and electronic fields. She needs to live in total isolation and cannot have contact with her environment. The slightest mistake
may cause her death. Her only social interaction is with her brother and the
doctors who are continuously experimenting on her. One day a psychiatrist
comes to investigate whether her illness is real or if it is only in Éva’s mind.
As their relationship becomes closer, her condition seems to improve.
Could love be the antidote she was waiting for? Or is her condition incurable?
Is she sick, or is the world making her sick? And will love be able to save her?
The film premiered at this year’s Rotterdam International Film Festival.
With the support of the Hungarian National Film Institute
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cinéscope
easT goes WesT

EXILE
EXIL
(germany-Belgium-Kosovo 2020) by vISaR MORIna
drama, 121 min, en subtitles

big screen

17/10
saT

23/10
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21.00

cin

19.00

uto

When Xhafer, a 45 year old, Kosovo-born pharmaceutical engineer living in Germany, finds a dead rat hanging from the gate in front of his family
home, the thin line between reality and imagination becomes blurred. Every
occurrence, every word, every gesture is taken as evidence, and Xhafer’s
unease grows day-by-day. His German wife, Nora (Sandra Hüller, Toni Erdmann), is tired of him playing the racism card all the time. Do his colleagues
simply dislike him? Or is there more to their hostility?
Exile by director Visar Morina (winner of the Special Jury Prize for Babai on
CinEast 2015) and produced by Maren Ade (Toni Erdmann), chronicles a
steadily growing, though a possibly imagined, threat. Living in an adopted
country and trying to fit in and integrate is not easy. Sometimes a person
is asked to live up to unrealistic standards.
Exile is a delicate and fascinating psychological thriller about paranoia and
identity that is simultaneously dark and surreal. Having had its world premiere at Sundance IFF – World Cinema Dramatic Competition and presented
as part of the Panorama section of the Berlinale, Exile recently won the Heart
of Sarajevo for Best Feature Film at this year’s virtual Sarajevo IFF.
In collaboration with and with the support of

vISaR MORIna

was born in Pristina (Kosovo) and is based
in Cologne. From 2004-2010 he studied film
at the Academy of Media Arts Cologne. His
diploma film Death by Suffocation received
awards at several national and international festivals, including ‘Most Surprising International Film of the Year’ at the Odense IFF
in 2010. His subsequent short Of Dogs And
Wall Paper (2013) was selected for the In-

ternational Short Film Competition at Locarno IFF 2013 and nominated for the German
Short Film Award in 2014. His much-acclaimed
debut Babai (2015) received multiple awards,
including Best Director and European Cinema Label at Karlovy Vary IFF, Best Script at Filmfest München and also the Special Jury Prize
at CinEast. Exile is his second feature film. The
script was honoured with the German Federal
Award Lola in Gold for an unfilmed screenplay.
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FOMO
FOMO: MEgOSZTOD, ÉS URALKODSZ
(Hungary 2019) by attILa HaRtung
drama, 91 min, en subtitles
FOMO focuses on Gergő, a handsome, athletic teenager, who, before
leaving for an American university, goes out to have one last epic night
of fun with his friends. The guys make provocative videos to post online, trying to get as many views as possible with competitive challenges.
They are pushing their limits. But at a house party, suddenly everything
changes; the boys go too far.
How does a situation turn into sexual abuse, how does online bullying
start, and what are the real consequences of these? This is an interesting
technical experiment, because part of the movie was shot by the young
actors themselves, with their phones.
21/10 - Internet Dangers, thematic evening (with Caught in the Net, p. 61)

HAVEL

cinéscope
onLine

(Czech Republic 2020) by SLÁvEK HORÁK
biopic/drama, 100 min, en subtitles

big screen

22/10
ThU

23/10

19.00

uto

21.00

Fri

cin

onLine cinema
starting from

23/10

This is a biopic that follows Václav Havel in his transformation from a
bohemian playwright basking in the new-found freedom of the late 1960s,
into a human rights activist and prisoner of conscience in the 1970s and,
ultimately, into the leader of the Velvet Revolution and the president of
Czechoslovakia in 1989.
Concentrating largely on Havel’s personal (and emotional) evolution
(namely the women in his life and the unorthodox relationship with his wife
Olga), this fast-paced and entertaining movie shows the modest and determined side of this talented writer who in the end decides to step out of his
comfort zone to become a major political figure, but also does not shy away
from depicting his weaknesses, doubts and worries. A subtle and riveting
portrait of an exceptional man.
22/10 - Czech Evening (Ciné Utopia)
With the support of
Ambassade de la République tchèque
à Luxembourg

SLÁvEK HORÁK

studied directing at FAMU Prague film academy. In 1995 he worked as 2nd assistant director on Jan Svěrák’s feature Kolya, which won
Best Foreign Language Academy Award in
1996. After that he directed commercials all
over the world for 20 years. In 2015 he wrote,
directed and produced his debut feature film
Home Care, which represented the Czech

Republic at the Academy Awards in 2016 and
was also screened at CinEast. The film won
the Best Actress awards at Karlovy Vary IFF
and Palm Springs IFF, several Czech Lion film
awards and many other prizes. Variety magazine named Slávek Horák one of the “10 directors to watch” in 2016. He wrote, directed and
produced his second feature film Havel that
premiered in Czech cinemas in August 2020.
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I AM FRANK
jAZ SEM FRENK

cinéscope
onLine

(Slovenia-Croatia-Macedonia-Serbia, 2019) by MEtOD PEvEC
drama, 98 min, en subtitles
big screen

19/10

18.30

mon

nei

23/10

20.45

Fri

nei

onLine cinema
starting from

20/10

An unexpected inheritance from their father sparks a dispute between
Frank, a rebel who still swears by old socialist values, and his brother Brane,
a classic transition profiteer. Frank is tracking the source of the money, which
his late father, a protagonist of Slovenian independence, made through
shady dealings. Brane wants to get his hands on it through his lawyers and
a network of his father’s “cronies”, who will not shy from mafia tactics, if needs
be. Brane’s wife, Ines, finds herself adrift between the two brothers, once more.
“The script was written because of Frank. Although merely a fictional character, the man literally knocked on my door one day. He did not beat around
the bush, and he had a clear idea that I should make a film about him.
He was enveloped in the scent of alcohol and barroom stories. And, even
before I could express any doubts, he started talking about his brother,
his father, his love, his music, as well as himself. He simply seduced me into
believing him and writing down his stories…” Metod Pevec
With the support of the Slovenian Film Centre
and the Slovenian Embassy in Brussels
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ICARUS. THE LEgEND OF MIETEK KOSZ
IKAR, LEgENDA MIETKA KOSZA

cinéscope
onLine

(Poland 2019) by MaCIEj PIEPRZyCa
biopic/drama, 122 min, en subtitles
big screen

12/10
mon

16/10
Fri

20.45

uto

19.00

uto

onLine cinema
starting from

13/10

Inspired by true events, Icarus recounts episodes from the life of Mieczysław “Mietek” Kosz, a Polish jazz pianist. As a 12-year-old child, Mietek loses his sight. Learning piano at the center for the blind, the boy discovers that
music can become his way of picturing the world, and once he is introduced
to jazz, he has only one goal in mind: to become the best jazz pianist in
Poland. In the late 1960s, his musical career gains international recognition
but is cut short tragically by his untimely death in 1973.
The film approaches Kosz’s half-forgotten life story with a great deal
of empathy, recreating the inner world of the musician from a patchwork of
his subjective perceptions and memories.
The film premiered at the prestigious Shanghai IFF and won multiple awards
at the Polish Film Festival in Gdynia.
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INTERIOR

cinéscope
onLine

(Poland 2019) by MaREK LECHKI
drama, 92 min, en subtitles

big screen

15/10

19.00

ThU

uto

17/10

18.30

saT

cin

onLine cinema
starting from

16/10
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The long-awaited sophomore by Marek Lechki (Erratum) tells two separate stories of Maciek (Piotr Żurawski) and Magda (Magdalena Popławska),
whose paths intertwine eventually.
Maciek works hard to pay off the mortgage and has to fight with a dishonest
employer. Magda, who works in the City Hall, is overwhelmed by her commitments and at first doesn’t seem to notice the hypocrisy around her. They
both share a feeling of frustration. Faced with their hostile reality, Maciek
and Magda finally discover something new about themselves and their lives.
Driving us through the Polish countryside, accompanied by his protagonists, Lechki once again delivers a touching and intimate film. Interior is an
insightful portrait of contemporary society and work life shown through
the eyes of two disillusioned thirty-somethings. Two lost souls grasping out
at turning points in their lives. Will they make it?

ISAAC
IZAOKAS

cinéscope
onLine

(Lithuania 2019) by juRgIS MatuLEvIčIuS
drama, 104 min, en subtitles
big screen

14/10

19.00

WeD

uto

24/10

21.00

saT

cin

onLine cinema
starting from

15/10

In 1941, a Lithuanian activist, Andrius Gluosnis, kills a Jew called Isaac,
in the Lietūkis garage massacre. Years later, in 1964, in the KGB-surveilled
Soviet Lithuania, Gluosnis’ film director friend, Gutauskas, returns from
the USA to make a film about the massacre. While researching the film,
he discovers that his friend was not just a passive bystander.
Using a complex film-within-a-film structure and shot in a gorgeous
black and white, this masterfully crafted film offers a genuine cinematographic feast. This is a film noir in which the past and the present perform a circular dance. It explores both the paranoia of living under surveillance and the labyrinth of post-war guilt, and personal and collective guilt.
A stunning feature film debut.
With the participation of the director Jurgis Matulevičius
With the support of the Lithuanian Embassy in Brussels

juRgIS MatuLEvIčIuS

a Lithuanian screenwriter and film director.
After graduating from the Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre in Vilnius, he worked
with a number of well-known Lithuanian
film directors, such as Šarūnas Bartas and
Algimantas Puipa, among others. Jurgis has
authored several short films, receiving much

critical and public acclaim both in and outside
Lithuania. His works have been shown at many local and international festivals (Los Angeles Cinefest, Kiwi International Film Festival,
Krakow Film Festival, Oberhausen Film Festival, Odessa Film Festival, Cannes Film Festival
Film Market, etc.). Isaac is his debut feature.
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FUnnyeasT

jELgAVA ‘94

cinéyoUTh

(Latvia 2019) by jānIS āBELE
comedy/drama, 88 min, en subtitles

onLine

big screen

09/10

20.45

Fri

nei

25/10

18.30

sUn

nei

onLine cinema
starting from

10/10

The year is 1994 and big changes are about to happen in Jelgava, a small
town in Latvia. Fourteen-year-old Jānis is a well-behaved, hard-working and
capable student. However, when he falls in love with his classmate, Kristīne,
and accidentally makes new friends - nicknamed Death and Zombie, he
turns over a new page in his teenager life. Suddenly, Jānis starts dreaming
of playing in a band, listening to heavy metal music and wearing the ‘right’
clothes. And, inevitably, he drives his teachers and his parents mad. The story is set against the backdrop of real events in 1994, with such highlights as
the prison break in Jelgava, the booming illegal market of music records,
and the suicide of Kurt Cobain, the frontman of Nirvana.
Director Jānis Ābele’s second film Jelgava ’94 is based on the best-selling novel of the same title by Jānis Joņevs. As well as a touching coming-ofage story, the film is an accurate portrait of the generation of the 1990s who
are searching for their identity in the dawn of the second independence
of Latvia. This is a film about the hard-won freedom to misbehave, transgress
and, ultimately, about being part of a larger world.
25/10 - Charity project Finale (neimënster)
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MARYgOROUND
MARYjKI

FUnnyeasT
cinéscope
onLine

(Poland 2020) by DaRIa WOSZEK
black comedy, 80 min, en subtitles

big screen

20/10

20.45

TUe

nei

25/10

18.30

sUn

cin

onLine cinema
starting from

50-year-old Maria works in the local supermarket, spends her free time
mainly in her own flat full of ruined figures of Mary, smoking cigarettes,
sipping martinis, and taking long baths. This routine is interrupted from
time to time by the always unannounced and chaotic visit of her niece,
Helena. She visits her aunt when she is tired and wounded by the outside
world. Together they hide from it. When a routine visit to a gynaecologist
results in a badly administered hormone treatment, Maria‘s senses awaken
to life and we accompany her on her new journey.
Through an expressive visual style and fairy-tale elements, the director has
created a fascinating world that draws the audience in. A comedy-drama
about an erotic awakening and the price women pay for being themselves.

21/10
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business events - cocktails - conferences - banquets - culture

contact : +352 26 20 52 937 / events@neimenster.lu

meet you at neimënster

neimenster.lu
Partenaire institutionnel

Partenaires officiels

CinEast 2020

nei [16.30] FOMO / FOMO: MEGOSZTOD,

ÉS URALKODSZ
by Attila Hartung (HU 2019), drama, 91’ p.32

programmE
8–25 october

nei [18.30] OWNERS / VLASTNÍCI

by Jiří Havelka (CZ/SK 2019), comedy, 96’ p.50

nei

All films with English subtitles, unless stated otherwise.
Tickets and passes are available on cineast.eventive.org.
Limited capacities! To be sure to get a ticket, we recommend
reserving (also, zero tickets for passholders) well in advance.
The availability windows for online screenings can be
found on the above site.

08

8 thursday

thursday

[17.30] VERNISSAGE

nei PLANTING THE FUTURE PHOTO EXHIBITION

p.13

nei [19.00] OFFICIAL OPENING

COMRADE DRAKULICH / DRAKULICS ELVTÁRS
by Márk Bodzsár (HU 2019), black comedy, 95’ p.17

11

09

friday

9 friday

cin [18.30] DRITA

by Daniel Kruglikov (KV/US 2019), drama, 82’ p.20

by Andrea Štaka (CH/HR 2020), drama, 84’ p.22

cin [21.00] FATHER / OTAC

by Srdan Golubović (RS/FR/DE/HR/BA/SI 2020),
drama, 120’ p.21

nei [18.30] SHORT FICTION FILMS MARATHON
A selection of short fiction films, 112’ p.70

nei

CAUGHT IN THE NET / V SÍTI
by Barbora Chalupová & Vít Klusák
(CZ/SK 2020), documentary, 100’ p.61

uto [19.00] WILLOW / ВРБА

by Milcho Manchevski (MK/HU/BE/AL 2019)
drama, 101’ p.56

Ac [20.00] LESSONS OF LOVE / LEKCJA MIŁOŚCI
by Kasia Mateja & Małgorzata Goliszewska
(PL 2019), documentary, 75’ p.65

by Stephan Komandarev
(BG/RS/FR 2019), drama, 106’ p.51

cnA [19.00] COMRADE DRAKULICH /

nei [18.30] STALKING CHERNOBYL: EXPLORATION
AFTER APOCALYPSE by Iara Lee
(UA/US/BG/SK 2020), documentary, 58’ p.66
nei [20.45] JELGAVA ‘94

by Jānis Ābele (LV 2019), comedy/drama, 88’ p.38

kin [19.00] CHARLATAN / ŠARLATÁN

by Agnieszka Holland
(CZ/IE/PL/SK 2020), drama/biographical, 118’ p.19

mel [19.00] OPENING EVENT with CANAR-

12

DRAKULICS ELVTÁRS by Márk Bodzsár
(HU 2019), black comedy, 95’ p.17
12 monday

monday

cin [18.30] CINÉFOCUS MANCHEVSKI

WILLOW / ВРБА by Milcho Manchevski
(MK/HU/BE/AL 2019), drama, 101’ p.56
[21.00] BEFORE THE RAIN / ПРЕД ДОЖДОТ

cin by M. Manchevski (MK/FR/UK 1994), drama, 113’ p.57
nei [18.30] CARTURAN / CĂRTURAN

RO (HU) live & DJ DON SIMON (LU)

19.00 Doors & food 20.30 Canarro live 22.00 DJ Don Simon p.74

10 saturday

[20.45] MOTHERLAND / GIMTINE
by Tomas Vengris
(LT/LV/DE/GR 2019), coming-of-age/drama, 96’ p.47

kin [19.00] WOMEN’S EVENT [cinédebate]

cin [21.00] ROUNDS / В КРЪГ

10

sunday

11 sunday

cin [18.30] MARE

Ac [20.00] THE CIRCLE / SÜDAMERING

by Margit Lillak (EE 2019), documentary, 95’ p.68

[20.45] WHAT A COUNTRY! /
KOJA JE OVO DRŽAVA
by Vinko Brešan (HR/RS/PL 2019), comedy, 117’ p.54

saturday

by Liviu Săndulescu (RO/SE 2019), drama, 90’ p.28

nei [20.45] OWNERS / VLASTNÍCI

by Jiří Havelka (CZ/SK 2019), comedy, 96’ p.50

cin [18.30] TREASURE CITY / BÉKEIDŐ

uto [19.00] STORIES FROM THE CHESTNUT WOODS /

cin [21.00] NOTHING IS LOST / NIC NIE GINIE

uto [20.45] ICARUS. THE LEGEND OF MIETEK KOSZ /

by Szabolcs Hajdu
(HU/RO/CH/UK 2020), drama, 92’ p.53
by Kalina Alabrudzińska
(PL 2019), comedy/drama, 71’ p.49

ZGODBE IZ KOSTANJEVIH GOZDOV
by Gregor Božič (SI/IT 2019), drama, 81’ p.24

IKAR, LEGENDA MIETKA KOSZA
by Maciej Pieprzyca (PL 2019), biopic/drama, 122’ p.35

Ac

13

[20.00] STALKING CHERNOBYL: EXPLORATION
AFTER APOCALYPSE by Iara Lee
(UA/US/BG/SK 2020), documentary, 58’ p.66
tuesday
13 tuesday

cin [18.30] TREASURE CITY / BÉKEIDŐ

cin

[21.00] STORIES FROM THE CHESTNUT WOODS
/ ZGODBE IZ KOSTANJEVIH GOZDOV
by Gregor Božič (SI/IT 2019), drama, 81’ p.24

uto

by Jure Pavlović (HR/RS/FR/BA 2019), drama, 97’ p.46

by Alexander Nanau
(RO/LU 2019), documentary, 109’, en/fr subs p.62

[19.00] MARE
by Andrea Štaka (CH/HR 2020), drama, 84’ p.22
by Agnieszka Holland
(CZ/IE/PL/SK 2020), biopic/drama, 118’ p.19

cin [18.30] DRITA

by Daniel Kruglikov (KV/US 2019), drama, 82’ p.20

cin [21.00] FATHER / OTAC

live, short films and DJ HEINCHA (LV/LU)

19.00 Doors & music 20.00 Short movies 20.30 Toldi Mike live
22.00 DJ Heincha p.78

friday

16 friday

[18.30] SHORT DOCUMENTARY FILMS MARATHON

cin by Ruxandra Ghițescu

(RO/BE 2020), drama, 115’ p.26

kin [19.00] GRIEF / ŽAL ŽEN [cinédebate]
by Andrea Culková
(CZ 2020), documentary, 92’ p.64

COMRADE DRAKULICH / DRAKULICS ELVTÁRS
by Márk Bodzsár (HU 2019), black comedy, 95’ p.17

nei [18.30] BELARUS NIGHT

II (Two) by Vlada Senkova
(BY 2019) coming-of-age/drama, 61’ p.27

uto

nei [20.45] CRYSTAL SWAN / ХРУСТАЛЬ

17

by Darya Zhuk
(BY/RU/US/DE 2018), drama/comedy, 93’ p.29
p.37

[20.30] EDEN / ÉDEN
uto
by Ágnes Kocsis (HU/RO/BE 2020), drama, 153’, p.30
ÉS URALKODSZ
by Attila Hartung (HU 2019), drama, 91’ p.32

rot [19.00] CINEAST NIGHT with TOLDI MIKE (HU/LU)

kin [19.00] HUNGARIAN EVENING

by Srdan Golubović
(RS/FR/DE/HR/BA/SI 2020), drama, 120’ p.21

by Jurgis Matulevičius (LT 2019), drama, 104’

/ DRAKULICS ELVTÁRS
by Márk Bodzsár (HU 2019), black comedy, 95’ p.17

[21.00] OTTO THE BARBARIAN / OTTO BARBARUL

wednesday

uto [19.00] ISAAC / IZAOKAS

kur [20.15] COMRADE DRAKULICH

cin A selection of short documentary films, 94’ p.71

p.00

Ac [20.00] FOMO / FOMO: MEGOSZTOD,

by Ruxandra Ghițescu
(RO/BE 2020), drama, 115’ p.26

16

uto [20.45] CHARLATAN / ŠARLATÁN

14 wednesday

uto [20.45] OTTO THE BARBARIAN / OTTO BARBARUL

by Laila Pakalniņa
(LV/LT/NO 2019), documentary, 66’ p.67

kin [19.00] COLLECTIVE / COLECTIV [cinédebate]

14

[19.00] INTERIOR
by Marek Lechki (PL 2019), drama, 92’ p.36

Ac [20.00] SPOON / KAROTE

nei [20.45] SPOON / KAROTE
by Laila Pakalniņa
(LV/LT/NO 2019), documentary, 66’ p.67

[20.00] II (Two)
by Vlada Senkova
(BY 2019), coming-of-age/drama, 61’

thursday

[18.30] FAMILY TIES
THE FATHER / БАЩАТА
by Kristina Grozeva & Petar Valchanov
(BG/GR 2019), drama, 87’ p.52

cin [21.00] MATER

by Kasia Mateja & Małgorzata Goliszewska
(PL 2019), documentary, 75’ p.65

Ac

cin

15 thursday

by Szabolcs Hajdu
(HU/RO/CH/UK 2020), drama, 92’ p.53

nei [18.30] LESSONS OF LOVE / LEKCJA MIŁOŚCI

uto

15

[19.00] ICARUS. THE LEGEND OF MIETEK KOSZ /
IKAR, LEGENDA MIETKA KOSZA
by Maciej Pieprzyca
(PL 2019), biopic/drama, 122’ p.35
17 saturday

saturday

[15.00] KIDS SHOW

nei Cartoons & animations with no spoken language
(age 2-8) p.11

[18.30] INTERIOR

cin by Marek Lechki (PL 2019), drama, 92’ p.36
cin

[21.00] EXILE / EXIL
by Visar Morina (DE/BE/KV 2020), drama, 121’ p.31

kin [19.00] ACASA, MY HOME

uto [20.45] ACASA, MY HOME

uto [19.00] SPIRAL / SPIRÁL

Ac [20.00] MOTHERLAND / GIMTINE

by Radu Ciorniciuc
(RO/FI/DE 2020), documentary, 86’ p.59

18

by Radu Ciorniciuc
(RO/FI/DE 2020), documentary, 86’ p.59

by Cecília Felméri (HU/RO 2020), drama, 93’ p.25

18 sunday

sunday

mud [15.00] CINEAST@MUDAM
ATHANOR - THE ALCHEMICAL FURNACE
/ ALCHYMICKÁ PEC
by Adam Oľha & Jan Daňhel
(CZ/SК 2020), documentary, 117’ p.60

20

nei [18.30] SHORT ANIMATED FILMS MARATHON
p.72
A selection of short animation films, 84’

nei [20.45] MARYGOROUND / MARYJKI

by Daria Woszek (PL 2020), black comedy, 80’ p.39

by Ivan Ostrochovský
(SK/RO/CZ/IE 2020), drama, 80’ p.23

kin [19.00] NEITHER WITH YOU / SEVELED

[18.30] COMRADE DRAKULICH /
nei
DRAKULICS ELVTÁRS
by Márk Bodzsár (HU 2019), black comedy, 95’ p.17

by Dénes Orosz
(HU 2019), romantic comedy, 90’ p.48

uto

[19.00] SERVANTS / SLUŽOBNÍCI
by Ivan Ostrochovský
(SK/RO/CZ/IE 2020), drama, 80’ p.23

uto

[20.45] FATHER / OTAC
by Srdan Golubović
(RS/FR/DE/HR/BA/SI 2020), drama, 120’ p.21
wednesday
21 wednesday

nei [20.45] WAKE UP ON MARS / RÉVEIL SUR MARS
by Dea Gjinovci
(FR/CH 2020), documentary, 74’ p.69

uto [19.00] THE CIRCLE / SÜDAMERING [cinédebate]
by Margit Lillak (EE 2019), documentary, 95’ p.68

[20.45] NOTHING IS LOST / NIC NIE GINIE
uto
by Kalina Alabrudzińska
(PL 2019), comedy/drama, 71’ p.49

21

cin [18.30] MATER

by Jure Pavlović
(HR/RS/FR/BA 2019), drama, 97’ p.46

Ac [20.00] OWNERS / VLASTNÍCI

by Jiří Havelka (CZ/SK 2019), comedy, 96’ p.50

19

cin [21.00] DUST / ПРАШИНА

by Milcho Manchevski
(MK/IT/UK/DE 2001), western/drama, 127’ p.58

nei [18.30] INTERNET DANGERS

FOMO / FOMO: MEGOSZTOD, ÉS URALKODSZ
by Attila Hartung (HU 2019), drama, 91’ p.32

monday

cin [18.30] ROUNDS / В КРЪГ

nei [20.45] CAUGHT IN THE NET / V SÍTI

cin [21.00] CHARLATAN / ŠARLATÁN

uto

by Stephan Komandarev
(BG/RS/FR 2019), drama, 106’ p.51
by Agnieszka Holland
(CZ/IE/PL/SK 2020), biopic/drama, 118’ p.19

nei [18.30] I AM FRANK / JAZ SEM FRENK
by Metod Pevec (SI/HR/MK/RS 2019), drama, 98’ p.34
nei [20.45] WHAT A COUNTRY! /
KOJA JE OVO DRŽAVA by Vinko Brešan
(HR/RS/PL 2019), comedy, 117’ p.54
uto [19.00] GLORY TO THE QUEEN

by Tatia Skhirtladze & Anna Khazaradze
(GE/AT/RS 2020), documentary, 90’ p.63

tuesday

by Ágnes Kocsis
(HU/RO/BE 2020), drama, 153’ p.30

cin [21.00] SERVANTS / SLUŽOBNÍCI

19 monday

20 tuesday

cin [18.30] EDEN / ÉDEN

cin [18.30] MARE
by Andrea Štaka (CH/HR 2020), drama, 84’ p.22

cnA [19.00] COLLECTIVE / COLECTIV
by Alexander Nanau
(RO/LU 2019), documentary, 109’ p.62

by Tomas Vengris
(LT/LV/DE/GR 2019), coming-of-age/drama, 96’ p.47

by Barbora Chalupová & Vít Klusák (CZ/SK 2020),
documentary, 100’ p.61
[19.00] DRITA
by Daniel Kruglikov (KV/US 2019), drama, 82’ p.20

uto [20.45] SPIRAL / SPIRÁL

by Cecília Felméri (HU/RO 2020), drama, 93’ p.25

Ac [20.00] ACASA, MY HOME

22

by Radu Ciorniciuc
(RO/FI/DE 2020), documentary, 86’ p.59
22 thursday

cin [18.30] SPIRAL / SPIRÁL

thursday

by Cecília Felméri (HU/RO 2020), drama, 93’ p.25

cin [21.00] STORIES FROM THE CHESTNUT WOODS /
ZGODBE IZ KOSTANJEVIH GOZDOV
by Gregor Božič (SI/IT 2019), drama, 81’ p.24

[18.30] MOTHERLAND / GIMTINE
nei
by Tomas Vengris
(LT/LV/DE/GR 2019), coming-of-age/drama, 96’ p.47

nei

uto

cin

[18.30] WAKE UP ON MARS / RÉVEIL SUR MARS

nei by Dea Gjinovci

(FR/CH 2020), documentary, 74’ p.69
[20.45] CARTURAN / CĂRTURAN

nei by Liviu Săndulescu (RO/SE 2019), drama, 90’ p.28

[20.45] CRYSTAL SWAN / ХРУСТАЛЬ
by Darya Zhuk
(BY/RU/US/DE 2018), drama/comedy, 93’ p.29

[19.00] AWARDS CEREMONY

[19.00] CZECH EVENING
HAVEL
by Slávek Horák (CZ 2020), biopic/drama, 100’ p.33

uto [20.45] OTTO THE BARBARIAN /

OTTO BARBARUL by Ruxandra Ghițescu
(RO/BE 2020), drama, 115’ p.26

kin SWEAT by Magnus von Horn
(PL/SE 2020), drama, 105’ p.18

25
nei

by Dénes Orosz
(HU 2019), romantic comedy, 90’ p.48

wAA [20.15] COLLECTIVE / COLECTIV

sunday

[11.00] APERO JAZZ with CINÉ CONCERT
by HEFI QUARTET (PL)

nei [18.30] CHARITY PROJECT FINALE

by Alexander Nanau
(RO/LU 2019), documentary, 109’ p.62

JELGAVA ‘94 by Jānis Ābele
(LV 2019), comedy/drama, 88’ p.38

friday

23 friday

cin

[18.30] SERVANTS / SLUŽOBNÍCI
cin
by Ivan Ostrochovský
(SK/RO/CZ/IE 2020), drama, 80’ p.23

[18.30] MARYGOROUND / MARYJKI
by Daria Woszek (PL 2020), black comedy, 80’ p.39

cin [21.00] GRAND PRIX WINNER REPETITION
see www.cineast.lu for details

cin [21.00] HAVEL
by Slávek Horák (CZ 2020), biopic/drama, 100‚ p.33
[18.30] LESSONS OF LOVE / LEKCJA MIŁOŚCI

nei by Kasia Mateja & Małgorzata Goliszewska
(PL 2019), documentary, 75’

25 sunday

Live jazz soundtrack by HeFi Wiśniowski Quartet to the
silent movie The Polish Dancer with Pola Negri
THE POLISH DANCER / BESTIA
by Aleksander Hertz (PL 1917), melodrama, 48’ p.77

Ac [20.00] NEITHER WITH YOU / SEVELED

23

[21.00] ISAAC / IZAOKAS
by Jurgis Matulevičius (LT 2019), drama, 104’ p.37

p.65

uto

[19.00] SWEAT
by Magnus von Horn (PL/SE 2020), drama, 105’ p.18
[20.00] GRIEF / ŽAL ŽEN

Ac by Andrea Culková

(CZ 2020), documentary, 92’ p.64

[20.45] I AM FRANK / JAZ SEM FRENK
nei by Metod Pevec (SI/HR/MK/RS 2019), drama, 98’ p.34
[19.00] EXILE / EXIL

uto by Visar Morina (DE/BE/KV 2020), drama, 121’ p.31
[20.45] COLLECTIVE / COLECTIV
uto
by Alexander Nanau
(RO/LU 2019), documentary, 109’ p.62
TRIO (HR/FR) live
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nei [16.30] II (Two)
by Vlada Senkova
(BY 2019), coming-of-age/drma, 61’ p.27

cin

[18.30] THE FATHER / БАЩАТА
by Kristina Grozeva & Petar Valchanov
(BG/GR 2019), drama, 87’ p.52

rot Rotondes

nei Neimënster

mel Melusina Club

uto Ciné Utopia

mud Mudam

cinemas

mel [19.00] CLOSING EVENT with BRANKO GALOIĆ
19.00 Doors & food 20.30 Branko Galoić Trio liveay
p.79

cin Cinémathèque

saturday

kin Kinepolis
Ac Ancien Cinéma
cnA CNA
wAA Ciné Waasserhaus
kur Ciné Kursaal

Budapest | Luxembourg | Los Angeles | Paris | Barcelona
www.doclerholding.com

MATER

cinéscope
onLine

(Croatia-Serbia-France-Ba 2019) by juRE PavLOvIĆ
drama, 97 min, en subtitles

big screen

15/10

21.00

ThU

cin

21/10

18.30

WeD

cin

onLine cinema
starting from

16/10
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Mater is the story of Jasna, a middle-aged Croatian expat living in Germany who, due to her mother Anka’s declining health, is forced to return to the
place where she grew up. Her home, but a place that she has been avoiding most of her life. Time runs slowly in the house in which the two women
have to stay together. It is filled with resentment, unresolved feelings from
the past, and suppressed emotions.
This is a quiet and intense film, based on the careful and sensitive observation of nuances. It paints the intricacies of the mother-daughter
relationship without overt pathos or drama, in subdued tones and subtle, yet
powerful, detail. A subtle and accomplished feature film from writer/director
Jure Pavlović.
15/10 - Family ties, thematic evening (with The Father, p. 52)

MOTHERLAND
gIMTINE

cinéscope
onLine

(Lithuania-Latvia-germany-greece 2019) by tOMaS vEngRIS
coming-of-age/drama, 96 min, en subtitles
big screen

11/10

20.45

sUn

nei

19/10

20.00

mon

ac

22/10

18.30

ThU

nei

Shortly after the fall of the USSR, Viktorija returns to her homeland. It has been
20 years since she left. Her teenage, American-born son Kovas is expecting
nothing more than a summer holiday distraction in a country that feels semiexotic, but Viktorija´s plans are different. Consumed with nostalgia and emotionally tired after her failed marriage, she is hoping for a new start.
Told through the inquisitive eyes of Kovas, Motherland is a lyrical coming-ofage story set in post-Soviet Lithuania. Relying on its remarkable cinematography which creates a slightly detached and askew perspective, and its magnificent performances, the film offers an unusual and immersive experience.
With the support of the Lithuanian Embassy in Brussels

onLine cinema
starting from

12/10

tOMaS vEngRIS

a Lithuanian editor, writer and film director. The son of Lithuanian immigrants, Tomas
grew up in Washington, DC. He received his
BA from Columbia University. After working as a corporate consultant for a year, he
decided to drop everything and pursue
his lifelong passion of filmmaking. He began working as a film editor and completed
his Master of Fine Arts degree in Directing

at the American Film Institute in Los Angeles. Tomas has already gained success with
his short films Kalifornia and Squirrel (which
premiered at the 2015 Berlin International Film Festival.) As a film editor, Tomas has
collaborated with a number of internationally acclaimed directors, such as Lena Dunham, Kelly Reichardt and Terrence Malick.
Motherland is his feature directorial debut.
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FUnnyeasT
FocUs on hUngary
onLine

(Hungary 2019) by DénES OROSZ
romantic comedy, 90 min, en subtitles

big screen

20/10
TUe

22/10
ThU

19.00

k in

20.00

ac

onLine cinema
starting from

21/10
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NEITHER WITH YOU
SEVELED

Gergő’s mother is obsessed with having a grandchild. She has a serious heart disease and has only days left to live. To give his mum some joy
during her final hours, Gergő asks his neighbour Saci, who is five months
pregnant, to visit his mother in hospital with him and tell her that she is
carrying his child. It all goes smoothly until a new heart arrives, and his
mum has heart surgery. Gergő and Saci are forced to keep playing the role
of a loving couple. One thing leads to another and after a while everyone
thinks that they are a couple with a soon to be born baby. How long can
they carry on pretending?
A light-hearted romantic comedy starring several generations of the best
Hungarian actors that will warm your soul.
With the support of

NOTHINg IS LOST
NIC NIE gINIE

FUnnyeasT
onLine

(Poland 2019) by KaLIna aLaBRuDZIŃSKa
comedy/drama, 71 min, en subtitles
big screen

10/10

21.00

saT

cin

18/10

20.45

sUn

uto

onLine cinema
starting from

Claudia, entrapped by her critical mother, obsessively goes to help to
others. Przemek worships Poland and hates stupid people. That is, everyone.
Donatello loves mud turtles. The Actor loves only himself. Maya lives and chills glued to Netflix. Each of the protagonists suffer from some form of sadness and loneliness. Life brings changes for them that they do not want. They
all take part in a therapeutic camp under Remek’s careful eye and bring to life the saddest comedy of the year.
A comedy-drama about young people and solitude and how they try to
communicate with each other. Nothing is Lost is a quirky and enchanting
story, depicting with sincerity and delicate humour its protagonists and their
traumas.

11/10
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OWNERS
VLASTNíCI

FUnnyeasT
onLine

(Czech Republic-Slovakia 2019) by jIří HavELKa
comedy, 96 min, en subtitles
big screen

10/10

18.30

saT

nei

12/10

20.45

mon

nei

18/10

20.00

sUn

AC

onLine cinema
starting from

11/10
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An association of unit owners in an old, dilapidated block of flats in Prague
finally holds a formal meeting to discuss and agree on a plan for urgent
renovation. In order to prevent the building, which is in dire condition,
from collapsing, the owners’ only task is to be reasonable and reach
an agreement.
Written and directed by Jiří Havelka and based on his own award-winning
stage play, this film presents us with a curious cast of characters and tightly
scripted action taking place in one room over the course of an evening.
Filled with recurring punchlines and comical awkwardness, and packed with
many compelling performances, this laugh-out-loud comedy paints a rather
sombre and unsparing picture of democracy in today´s Czechia.
With the support of the Czech Centre in Brussels

ROUNDS
В кРъг

cinéscope
onLine

(Bulgaria-Serbia-France 2019) by StEPHan KOManDaREv
drama, 106 min, en subtitles
big screen

09/10

21.00

Fri

cin

19/10

18.30

mon

cin

onLine cinema
starting from

10/10

It is the night of 9 November 2019 in Sofia. As the country prepares to
celebrate the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse
of the communist regime, three police patrol cars roam the streets of the
sleeping city. On their rounds, one after another, the three teams find the
body of a drug addict, Lazar, near the railroad tracks.
How do duty and moral responsibilities oblige them to act? Are they,
at least, as strong as common sense and the simple survival instinct of
the jungle? The police officers take us on a journey through a society that
is still lacking integrity after three decades of transition. Through scenes
of survival and failure, of lives saved and lost, of generosity dissolving
into social cruelty and indifference, the film shows the problems and triggers a search for answers.
Rounds was created two years after director Stephan Komandarev
observed the people of Sofia through the eyes of taxi drivers in his film
Directions (2017). It is considered to be the second part of a film trilogy
dedicated to contemporary Bulgarian society.
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THE FATHER
БАщАТА

cinéscope
onLine

(Bulgaria-greece 2019) by KRIStIna gROZEva & PEtaR vaLCHanOv
drama, 87 min, en subtitles
big screen

15/10

18.30

ThU

cin

24/10

18.30

saT

cin

onLine cinema
starting from

16/10

Vassil is a successful painter living in seclusion, and a controlling patriarch
who is convinced that his wife Valentina, who recently passed away, is still
spiritually orbiting around and even trying to communicate something important to him. Their son Pavel is worried about what he sees as the foolishness of his father’s behaviour and beliefs. At the same time, Pavel lies
on the phone to his wife about his mother’s death. After an elderly neighbour claims that the deceased Valentina keeps phoning her, Vassil’s obsession deepens. This fuels his decision to get in touch with his late wife
via Doctor Ruvi, a new-age medium who takes good money for advising
people to clear their energy fields by sleeping on meteorites in the forest.
A series of comic situations arises from the two men’s inability to face their
complicated feelings of grief and remorse.
The film-making duo, Kristina Grozeva and Petar Valchanov, are known for
exploring absurd situations and attitudes in post-communist Bulgaria. Unlike
their first two critically acclaimed films, The Lesson (2014) and Glory (2016),
The Father is an engaging comedy-drama about human loss and the irrationality of running away from grief.
The film won the Crystal Globe for Best Film at the 54th Karlovy Vary IFF.
15/10 - Family ties, thematic evening: (with Mater, p. 46)
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cinéscope
FocUs on hUngary
onLine

(Hungary-Romania-Switzerland-united Kingdom 2020) by SZaBOLCS HajDu
drama, 92 min, en subtitles

big screen

10/10

18.30

saT

cin

13/10

18.30

TUe

cin

onLine cinema
starting from

11/10

TREASURE CITY
bÉKEIDŐ

Treasure City combines several storylines touching upon the darker side
of human interactions and relationships that slowly interconnect as the
film unfolds. It’s all there: lies and half-truths, attempts at psychological
domination, disagreements, humiliations, threats and fears... all taking place
in a city over the course of one night.
The film hovers over the issue of dominance and vulnerability in various
types of human contacts through exquisite depiction of numerous situations
inspired by our everyday reality, cutting through different layers of society.
A fascinating, well-crafted mosaic portraying the current situation in
Hungary by the renowned Hungarian director Szabolcs Hajdu, the author
of award-winning films White Palms, Bibliothèque Pascal and It’s Not the
Time of My Life.
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WHAT A COUNTRY!
KOjA jE OVO DRžAVA

FUnnyeasT
onLine

(Croatia-Serbia-Poland 2019) by vInKO BREŠan
comedy, 117 min, en subtitles
big screen

10/10

20.45

saT

nei

19/10

20.45

mon

nei

onLine cinema
starting from

11/10
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What links a Croatian army general haunted by guilt and suicidal thoughts,
a gloomy minister of the Croatian government who, while on an official prison visit, voluntarily locks himself up in a prison cell, a group of
energetic pensioners who dig up and steal a coffin with the remains of the
Croatian president, Franjo Tuđman? Well, of course, these are the main
characters in the labyrinthine story of this wacky and delirious film.
What a Country! is a brilliant political comedy which dares to poke at
Croatian taboos. While it hovers over the rawness of Croatia´s traumatic
past and national conscience, it throws some slapstick humour into the mix
to overlay some rather dark resonating undertones.

Toni Frissell, My Shadow, 1944 © Library of Congress

The Family
of Man
CLERVAUX

Discover
Luxembourg’s
photo heritage
Walker Evans, Lucile Burroughs, 1935 © Library of Congress

exhibitions by
Edward Steichen

The Bitter
Years
DUDELANGE
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cinéFocUs: manchevski

cinéscope
cinéspeciaLs
cinéFocUs: manchevski
onLine

big screen
female version
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male version

onLine cinema
starting from

12-13/10

WILLOW
ВРБА
(Macedonia-Hungary-Belgium-albania 2019) by MILCHO ManCHEvSKI
drama, 101 min, en subtitles
Three women, and three stories. One medieval, and two contemporary.
Three women navigate love and motherhood, in the face of tradition, loyalty, adoption and control over their bodies. They have not set out to change
the world or society, but their struggle to become mothers makes them
unlikely heroines.
This is the sixth feature film of Macedonia’s world renowned director, Milcho
Manchevski (Golden Lion for Before the Rain in 1994), that premiered in the
Official Selection of Rome IFF in 2019. It is a portrayal of long sought motherhood, echoing the timeless voices of three women and their desire to create life. The longing, sacrifice and grief laid in front of the altar of motherhood,
is depicted as the ever-bending (but never breaking) willow. Manchevski’s
cinematic triptych – with stories flowing between centuries – is an ode to
humanity’s strife for parenthood in all its madness and glory.
With the participation of the director Milcho Manchevski
In collaboration with the Cinematheque of N. Macedonia

MILCHO ManCHEvSKI

wrote and directed the feature films Willow
(2019), Bikini Moon (2017), Mothers (2010),
Shadows (2007), Dust (2001), Before the Rain
(1994) and over 50 short forms, including the
award-winning The End of Time (2017), Thursday (2013), 1.73 (1984) and the music video
Tennessee (1991) for Arrested Development
(which The Rolling Stone placed on the list
of the 100 best videos ever). He also worked
as a director on HBO’s The Wire (2002).
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So far, he has had three solo exhibitions of
photographs, published works of fiction and
books of photographs, and staged performance art. Before the Rain was nominated for
an Academy Award and won many others,
including Golden Lion for Best Film in Venice.
The New York Times included the film on its
list of the best 1,000 films ever made. His films
are part of the curricula at numerous universities worldwide, and have been discussed at a
number of conferences.

cinéspeciaLs
cinéFocUs: manchevski

bEFORE THE RAIN
ПРЕД ДОЖДОТ
(Macedonia-France-united Kingdom 1994) by MILCHO ManCHEvSKI
drama, 113 min, en subtitles

big screen

12/10
mon

21.00

cin

When a mysterious incident in the fabled Macedonian mountains blows
out of proportion, it threatens to start a civil war, and brings together a silent
young monk, a London picture editor, and a disillusioned war photographer
in this tragic tale of fated lovers. Told in three parts (Words-Faces-Pictures),
and linked by characters and events, Before The Rain explores the uncompromising nature of war as it ravages the lives of the unsuspecting, and
forces the innocent to take sides.
Before the Rain is a modern classic, captivating both for its story and its illusionistic circular narrative, creating a powerful portrait of Europe in the shadow of the most fundamental impulses of human nature: Eros and Thanatos.
The film is set to the mesmerising original score of the Macedonian band,
Anastasia, fusing traditional instruments with electronic soundscapes and
Byzantine chants and vocals. Manchevski’s directorial debut won the Golden
Lion in Venice in 1994 and it was nominated for Best Foreign Language Film
in the Academy Awards. Nowadays, the film is widely studied at universities.
The New York Times has included it on its list “Best 1000 Films Ever Made”.

THE END OF TIME / кРАЈОТ НА ВРЕМЕТО
(United States-Cuba 2017) by MILCHO MANCHEVSKI
experimental, 5 min, no dialogue
The End of Time is about that one hypnotic moment on a
regular, unassuming Tuesday when you realize that time has
stopped and the universe has been sucked into a single smile.
A moment in time on a block in San Antonio de los Baños,
Cuba. The regulars are playing domino, Pablo hits a homerun,
the girls are giggling on their way home from school, tío Julio
with his cigarro is tipsy again, Armando has finally convinced
his brother to let him drive his red cab, mom and tía Sofia are
whispering while I am listening to my little brother in her belly.
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cinéspeciaLs
cinéFocUs: manchevski

DUST
ПРАШИНА
(Macedonia-Italy-united Kingdom-germany 2001) by MILCHO ManCHEvSKI
western/drama, 127 min, en subtitles

big screen

21/10
WeD

21.00

cin

Where Does Your Voice Go When You’re No More?
A New York thief (Edge), a tough-as-nails hundred-year-old woman (Angela),
two brothers from the Wild West (Luke and Elijah), a revolutionary hell-bent
on liberating Macedonia from the Ottoman Empire (the Teacher), and
a beautiful pregnant woman (Neda), all cross paths in a tale spanning two
continents and three centuries.
Manchevski’s sophomore Dust (coming after winning the Golden Lion
for Before the Rain, also in CinEast’s programme) had its world premiere
as the Opening film in Venice IFF in 2001. With Manchevski’s fractured
narrative resembling a Cubist painting, a cast led by the excellent performances of David Wenham and Joseph Fiennes and the original soundtrack
of Kiril Dzajkovski, Dust is an exceptional cinematic journey and an “eastern
western” reflecting on the nature of history and story-telling such as one
rarely sees on the big screen.

THURSDAY / ЧЕТВРТОк
(United States 2013) by MILCHO MANCHEVSKI
fiction, 1’30’’, no dialogue)
Masses moving across the sweltering concrete, to the glass
towers and into the subway mouths, eyes glued to the little
screens, inhaling the images from halfway around the globe,
oblivious to the life at their own feet.
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DocUmenTary

ACASA, MY HOME

cinéDocs
cinécycLe
cinéDebaTes

(Romania-Finland-germany 2020) by RaDu CIORnICIuC
documentary, 86 min, en subtitles

onLine

big screen

17/10

19.00

saT

k in

19/10

20.45

mon

21/10
WeD

uto

20.00

ac

onLine cinema
starting from

18/10

The Văcăresti delta, a huge marsh in the Romanian capital and home to a
Roma family of 11, is about to become an urban reserve.
Eerie landscapes bordering a grim cityscape create the backdrop for a
family story packed with issues of ecology, politics, understaffed social
services, extreme poverty, exclusion, and a quest for freedom. In the director’s words, “the story is actually about their attempt, but also about
ours, to build a place inside us and also in the world that we can call
Home”.
The authenticity of the characters, splendidly outlined despite this being
a documentary, the breathtaking images against the gaps in status and
bureaucratic constraints make this reflection on gentrification and family
bonds particularly worthwhile.
The film has received numerous awards at many prestigious festivals
(Sundance, Thessaloniki, Munich, Krakow, Sarajevo) and continues to
travel the world.

RaDu CIORnICIuC

co-founded the first independent media organisation in Romania in 2012 - Casa Jurnalistului, a community of reporters specialized
in in-depth, long-form and multimedia reporting. Since then, he has been working as a
long-form writer and undercover investigative
reporter. His investigations are focused on human rights, animal welfare and environmental
issues across the globe. His investigative and

reporting work was published by most of the
major international media organizations in the
world such as Channel 4 News, The Guardian,
Al Jazeera, etc. and received national and international awards. His journalistic work was acknowledged by the Royal Television Society UK
(2014), Amnesty International UK (2014), Harold
Wincott Awards for Business, Economic and Financial Journalism (2016), and by other international and national prestigious institutions.
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cinéDocs
cinéspeciaLs
cineasT@mUDam

big screen

18/10
sUn

15.00

mud

ATHANOR – THE ALCHEMICAL FURNACE
ALCHYMICKÁ pEC
(Czech Republic-Slovakia 2020) by aDaM OľHa & jan DaňHEL
documentary, 117 min, en subtitles
“Always confuse reality with dream and vice versa.” – “Imagination is subversive, because it confronts what is real with what is possible.” – “The
sense of touch is more ancient than eyesight, and, therefore, it is more fundamental. Bodily experience is more authentic because it has not been
spoiled by aestheticization.” These are some of the “ten commandments”
penned by Jan Švankmajer – one of the most original and world-renowned Czech filmmakers – as a manifesto for his filmmaking. In his commandments, he defines his approach to cinematography and his peculiar
poetics, based on a playful affiliation with surrealism, which has enthralled
audiences and critics alike ever since his early films.
The Alchemical Furnace is a documentary portrait of Švankmajer and his
film company Athanor. It traces his close collaboration with his old friend
and producer Jaromír Kallista, and wife and creative partner, Eva. Unlike
traditional biopics about the life and work of well-known artists, this is a
lively dialogue about Švankmajer´s creative principles. It elucidates his creative process “from inside”. It is a thrilling walk through the cabinet of his
ideas, themes, and obsessions.
Booking necessary: mudam.com/adultbooking. The screening is free of
charge, except for the museum entrance fee (8 € with access to all the galleries).
In collaboration with
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cinéDocs
cinéDebaTes
Women’s evenT
onLine

big screen
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onLine cinema
starting from

12/10

CAUgHT IN THE NET
V SíTI
(Czech Republic-Slovakia 2020) by vít KLuSÁK & BaRBORa CHaLuPOvÁ
documentary, 100 min, en subtitles
In their ‘psychosocial experiment’, two documentary-makers set a trap for
online predators who exploit the lack of limits and near-anonymity of social media to prey on innocent victims. Caught In the Net aims to raise
public awareness about the topic of online child abuse, exploring ‘live’ this
pervasive, though poorly understood, societal danger.
11/10 - Women’s Event, cinédebate moderated by Martyna Adamska
21/10 - Internet Dangers, thematic evening (with FOMO, p. 32)
Women’s event - Caught in the Net will present a discussion focusing on the
difficult topic of online sexual abuse of children. The screening of the documentary
Caught in the Net will be followed by a debate in the presence of the executive producer / co-producer of the film Pavla Klimešová and invited experts from Luxembourg Kanner Youth Telephone, Barbara Gorges–Wagner and Sally Stephany.

With the support of the Czech Embassy in Luxembourg

PavLa KLIMEŠOvÁ

is a Czech Prague-based producer. She has
produced many short films at FAMU and
collaborated with a number of film festivals
(Febiofest, Jihlava International Documentary Film festival, One World). In 2014-2016,
Pavla was a production assistant on the documentary Helena’s Law by Petra Nesvačilová.
Recently, she worked as an executive producer and co-producer on Caught in the Net. Currently, Pavla is developing a short film The Traveler, starring Hollywood actor Geoffrey Rush,
and, together with Chalupová, she is preparing a documentary about same-sex marriage
law in the Czech Republic, entitled Wild East.

In 2019, she established, together with Barbora Bajgarová, a production company called
“Helium Film”.
BaRBaRa gORgES-WagnER is the head of
the KJT (Kanner-Jugendtelefon), family therapist, supervisor, lecturer at RCI (Ruth Cohn Institute). In the context of her work at the KJT, she is
involved in a variety of activities against sexual
abuse of children.
SaLLy StEFany is a graduate psychologist at
the KJT (Kanner-Jugendtelefon). In the context
of the BEE SECURE Stopline, she deals with depictions of sexual abuse of children on the internet on a daily basis.
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COLLECTIVE
COLECTIV
(Romania-Luxembourg 2019) by aLExanDER nanau
documentary, 109 min, en/fr subtitles
In the aftermath of a tragic fire at a Romanian rock club, tens of burn victims
begin dying in hospitals from wounds that were not life threatening. A team of
investigative journalists embark on a quest to uncover the truth. The camera
takes a deep uncompromising look into the massive corruption in the health
system and other state institutions, following the journalists, whistle-blowers,
government officials, the victims and their families.
Collective has won numerous awards at film festivals around the globe
(DocAviv, Dokufest, Montpellier, Sofia, Tromsø, Zurich), including the Documentary Award at the Luxembourg City Film Festival.
Systemic corruption and the power of media – a discussion on endemic corruption in Eastern European countries and elsewhere and the means to combat it, and on
the power of journalism in the fight against corruption and attacks on press freedom. In
the presence of the director Alexander Nanau, the co-producer of the film and (one or
more) speaker(s) from civil society.

aLExanDER nanau

Alexander served as DoP for the French/German documentary Nothingwood (Sonia Kronlund) that premiered in Cannes as part of
La Quinzaine in 2017. His latest documentary
Collective had its premiere at the Venice IFF
2019- as part of the Official Selection - Out of
Competition and is a co-production with Samsa
Film (Luxembourg) and HBO Europe.

BERnaRD MICHEaux

embourg. Bernard has produced many local
as well as international award-winning feature films, including The Runway, The TreasureKnights, Accused, or, more recently, Tel Aviv on
Fire by Sameh Zoabi and Collective by Alexander Nanau.

is a German-Romanian filmmaker who studied directing at The Film and Television Academy Berlin (DFFB). His documentary film,
The World According to Ion B, was awarded
the International Emmy Award in 2010. His feature documentary Toto and His Sisters was a
European Academy Award nominee 2015.

was born and raised in Luxembourg, and
he studied film production at the University of Television and Film in Munich. In 2006
he founded Lucil Film, that merged with Samsa Film in 2015. During the same year he created Realab, the first VR/ AR company in Lux-
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gLORY TO THE QUEEN
(georgia-austria-Serbia 2020) by tatIa SKHIRtLaDZE & anna KHaZaRaDZE
documentary, 90 min, en subtitles
Leading us to Tbilisi, Georgia, Tatia Skhirtladze & Anna Khazaradze depict the life stories of the four legendary Soviet Georgian chess stars Nona
(Gaprindashvili), Maia (Chiburdanidze), Nana (Alexandria) and Nana (Ioseliani), interweaving a tale about winning and losing on the chessboard and
in life. From the beginning of the 1960s until the collapse of the Soviet Union, these four players revolutionised “women’s chess”, and for the first
time raised it to “men’s level“ in an international context.
Inspiring and empowering generations of women in Georgia, from housewives to young female chess players, Glory to the Queen is a story about
rebelling against a powerful male system and a cinematic reflection on the
struggle for independence and freedom.
Playing between the past and the present, the film offers a unique insight
into Georgia and the life of these four women who became icons of women’s emancipation during the Soviet era. Co-produced with the Austrian
branch of Amour Fou (Minck/ Dumreicher-Ivanceanu), the film has its premiere in Luxembourg at CinEast 2020.
With the participation of the director Tatia Skhirtladze

tatIa SKHIRtLaDZE

a Georgian visual artist and filmmaker living
in Vienna and Tbilisi. She received her degree in Art Education in Georgia and Austria and her degree in Fine Arts in the Netherlands. Since 2011, she has worked as a senior
artist at the University of Applied Arts Vienna.
Her work oscillates between visual arts and
film, with a focus on both site-specific art and
long-term mix media projects, shown at ma-

ny national and international venues (Prague
Quadrennial, TICA-centre for contemporary
art in Tirana Air-Lab, Kunstraum Niederösterreich Vienna, Art Caucasus Tbilisi). Tatia also conducts educational workshops focused
on audio-visual art practice. She is the inventor and co-developer of “Mobile Pictures Project”, a film education module using mobile
phones.
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(Czech Republic 2020) by anDREa CuLKOvÁ
documentary, 92 min, en subtitles
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onLine cinema
starting from

17/10

Thirty one years ago, Czechoslovak grief over a landscape devastated by
communists and neglect of the environment was one of the driving forces
behind the Velvet Revolution. Afterwards, the country could breathe deeply again, inhaling not only freedom but also cleaner air. Three decades later,
however, grief over the changing climate is growing once again, clashing with
ignorance, and leading to a new form of rebellion. Various movements, many
led by women and mothers, have set a new tone in the climate agenda by
sending out a message of strong emotions. Suddenly, things are on the move
again. Grief deals with women’s response to climate change – not through statistics and degrees Celsius, but through emotion. Andrea Culková shows us
how environmental crisis-induced anxiety is producing new rebels.
Environmental grief and climate activism – a discussion on the radical forms of
fighting for/defending the climate (their legitimacy and effectiveness), on the revolt of
mothers who do not want to leave their children in an uninhabitable world, and more
generally on the avenues open to action and the difficulties of provoking a shock of
awareness which is followed by strong actions. In the presence of the director, the
Minister of Energy and Spatial Planning Claude Turmes and other participants.
With the support of the Czech Embassy in Luxembourg

anDREa CuLKOvÁ

is a film director, creative artist, pedagogue
and mother of three. She received a degree
in art education from Prague’s Charles University and later in documentary direction
from the Film Academy of Performing Arts in
Prague (FAMU). Her feature film Sugar Blues
had its international premiere at CPH:DOX
in 2014 and was screened at numerous festivals and sold worldwide. The meta-art project H*ART ON was made in cooperation with
the National Gallery in Prague and the Dok.
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Incubator Workshop 2015, and premiered at
Dok Leipzig 2016 –Next Masters competition.
Alongside The Brainwashing Experiment it
was included in the 2016 Camp4science programme. Andrea Culková’s background in fine
arts is evident in the original style she brings
to her audio-visual work and the unique interpretation she finds in each of her projects. She
is currently working on a fiction feature film
The Fragile Beauty of Masculinity and the documentary feature Tepich -Magic Carpet.

LESSONS OF LOVE
LEKCjA MIŁOŚCI

cinéDocs
onLine
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(Poland 2019) by KaSIa MatEja & MaŁgORZata gOLISZEWSKa
documentary, 75 min, en subtitles
Jola is 69 and it’s the time of her life, time to change her life completely.
After years in an abusive relationship, she decides to finally move on and
look for happiness and true love somewhere else. In her quest, she has to
face not only a violent husband and the expectations of others, but also
her own deepest beliefs, values and prejudices.
World premiered at IDFA and since then touring international film festivals
with great success, Lessons of Love is a touching and uplifting documentary portraying not quite an ordinary life of a charismatic and stylish heroine as she learns how to embrace her newly-found independence. A highly cinematic and joyful journey into a woman’s battle to reinvent herself at
the best age of life, when you are 69.

14/10

<
CLauDE tuRMES

After a career as a teacher in secondary
schools in Luxembourg (1983-1999), Claude
Turmes entered into politics with the Luxembourgish Green Party (déi gréng). He was
elected for four consecutive terms as a Member of the European Parliament (1999-2018),
where he was rapporteur of a large number
of environment-related directives. In June

2018 he was appointed Secretary of State
for Sustainable Development and Infrastructures within the second government led by
Xavier Bettel. He has been an ecologist activist for decades - among others he is the cofounder of Klimabündnis Lëtzebuerg and for
many years was vice-president of Mouvement
Écologique Luxembourg.
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STALKINg CHERNObYL:
EXpLORATION AFTER ApOCALYpSE

cinéDocs
cinécycLe
onLine

(ukraine-uSa-Bulgaria-Slovakia 2020) by IaRa LEE
documentary, 58 min, en subtitles

big screen
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Stalking Chernobyl: Exploration After Apocalypse is a documentary directed by Iara Lee (Culture of Resistance Films), examining the
underground culture of the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. Three decades after the world’s most infamous nuclear disaster, nature has
returned to the site in the absence of humans. In the meantime, illegal hiking adventurers known as “stalkers”, extreme sports aficionados, artists and tour companies have begun to explore anew
the mysterious, ghostly, post-apocalyptic landscape. According to National Geographic, the stalkers enter the exclusion zone
“cloaked in darkness and camouflage” and “navigate miles of irradiated forest, sleep in abandoned villages, and watch the sunrise unfurl over the town of Pripyat’s crumbling Brezhnev baroque
rooftops.”
Stalking Chernobyl is dedicated to Andrei Tarkovsky whose “Stalker” (based on Strugatsky Brothers’ ‘Roadside Picnic’), interestingly,
was made 7 years before the Chernobyl disaster.

pRIpYAT pIANO
(Czech Republic 2020) by ELIŠKA CÍLKOVÁ
documentary, 18 min, no dialogue
26 April 1986: Chernobyl’s reactor 4 explodes and provokes
the biggest nuclear disaster in history. Pripyat, where the
plant is located, becomes a ghost town. Guided by former
inhabitants, Eliška Cílková takes us on her quest of the town’s
memory. Gracefully shot, the film reminds us of the power of
music where it is least expected.
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SpOON
KAROTE

cinéDocs
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(Latvia-Lithuania-norway 2019) by LaILa PaKaLnIŅa
documentary, 66 min, no dialogue
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The ordinary plastic spoon has tried hard to pull the wool over our eyes,
to feign its harmless insignificance. But then, Laila Pakalniņa casts her perceptive eye in its direction. This original Latvian filmmaker is well-versed in
how much effort people invest in the manufacture of disposable utensils,
and she cannot but laugh ruthlessly at the paradox. No sooner are these
plastic servants brought into use than their days are numbered.
Drawing on humour from surprising parallels and juxtapositions which only cinema can do to great effect, this wordless and hypnotic documentary
film sings a mournful song about the emblem of our bloated civilization: a
piece of cheap plastic doomed to fade into history.

14/10
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THE CIRCLE
SÜDAMERINg
(Estonia 2019) by MaRgIt LILLaK
documentary, 95 min, en subtitles
A group of 12 adults together with 6 kids step out of society as we know it,
deconstructing the basic pillars of life - from nuclear family to education,
advocating for sustainable living and non-violent communication. They
scrap together their savings and buy an old manor lot in 2014, deciding to
build the first intentional eco-community in Estonia. However, what happens when basic human needs get in the way and finding peace with oneself could mean finding to peace with the world?
In her second feature documentary that turns into a Dogma-like performance, Margit Lillak has been closely involved in the community processes, gaining intimate access to her protagonists and carefully observing
“the human lab” of an eco-village in which, not only ecological but social
sustainability models are put to the test.
Eco communities and alternative lifestyles – a discussion provoking us to reexamine ‘What is a community?’ (or its core values) and ‘What could an alternative
model of society and culture potentially look like?’ Could eco-communities offer a
model for a more sustainable lifestyle? And, are we, as human beings, ready for it?
In the presence of the director and a few members of alternative communities.

With the support of the Estonian Embassy in Brussels
MaRgIt LILLaK

was born in 1974 and graduated from the
Estonian Academy of Art as a set designer
in 1999. In 2002, Margit graduated from the
Royal Holloway College in England with an
MA in screenwriting. She has directed several short documentaries out of which Pastacas was awarded with the main prize at the
EstDocs Film Festival competition in Toronto.
In 2012, she directed her first feature-length
documentary 40+2 weeks as a first-person
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film about her own pregnancy and home-birth.
The Circle is her second feature-length film,
which she has presented at several film festivals including the One World International Human Rights Documentary FF 2020 in Czechia,
the Millennium Documentary Film festival
Brussels 2020 in Belgium, the DocPoint Tallinn
2020 in Estonia, the DocPoint Helsinki 2020
in Finland and the Docu Talents from the East
2019 in Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina.

WAKE Up ON MARS
RÉVEIL SUR MARS

cinéDocs
onLine

(France-Switzerland 2020) by DEa gjInOvCI
documentary, 74 min, en subtitles
big screen
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Furkan, the youngest member of a Roma family living in Sweden, attempts
to come to terms with the mysterious illness of his two sisters. Ibadeta and
Djeneta have been in a coma-like state for several years, victims of what
has been named the “resignation syndrome”.
Designated with the diagnosis codes “F32.3 and Z65.8” by the Swedish
Board of Health and Welfare in 2013, the resignation syndrome affects
children whose asylum-applications are denied, leaving them unable to
eat, walk or communicate and are tube fed in bed by their loved ones. In
the last two years alone, 169 cases have been identified. Furkan’s sisters,
traumatized by the thought of being sent back to Kosovo, their homeland,
are among those whose minds and bodies have suddenly gone to sleep.
Meanwhile, their little brother Furkan tries to escape his reality by building
his own spaceship to fulfil his dream: go live on Mars and save his two
sisters from the mysterious coma-like illness…
Poignant and beautifully told, Wake Up on Mars plunges us in the quiet (and sad) everyday life of a boy, in whose world “the future” arrives by a
letter in a mailbox.
With the participation of the director Dea Gjinovci

DEa gjInOvCI

a Swiss-Albanian film director and producer.
She splits her time between Paris, London and
Geneva. She is a 2019 Film Independent Fellow and a Sundance Talent Forum 2019 alumna. Her award-winning documentary short Sans
le Kosovo won the Best National Film award
at Dokufest 2017. Wake Up on Mars, her feature-length documentary debut, received sup-

port from the Sundance Film Institute and the
Ford Foundation JustFilms and was selected for
the 2020 Tribeca Film Festival. In 2018, together
with her fellow filmmaker Antoine Goldet, Dea
co-founded “Amok Films”, a documentary film
company based in Paris. Dea´s work has been
described as “a pure embodiment of human
dignity” with a sense of “beauty, poetry, sensitivity and wonder”.
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sunday | october

SHORT
FICTION
FILMS
MARATHON

Break / Szünet
by Levente Kölcsey
(Hungary, 2020, 12 min)
Zoli (16) is about to be taken out
of school by his parents, to make
him work for the family. For the
headmaster the procedure is just
an administrative routine which
he’d better get over with in the
break between two classes. Zoli is
not willing to accept that his future
is decided by others without asking him.
Dummy / Atkūrimas
by Laurynas Bareiša
(Lithuania, 2020, 13 min)
Using a faceless doll criminal reenacts a brutal crime. But surprisingly he is not the one being judged.
There seems to be an odd one out
in the investigative group.
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A selection of short fiction films from Romania, Estonia,
Hungary, Lithuania, Macedonia and Belarus, 112 min

Lake of Happiness
by Aliaksei Paluyan
(Belarus, Germany, Spain, 2019,
30 min)
In a small Belarusian village where
time seems to stand still, Jasja, a
9-year-old girl, has to deal with her
mother‘s death. Her father decides
to send her to an orphanage. But
one day she decides to run away—
home.
Sticker / Налепница
by Georgi M. Unkovski
(Macedonia, 2020, 19 min)
After an unsuccessful attempt to
renew his car registration, Dejan
falls into a bureaucratic trap that
tests his determination to be a
responsible father.

11
18.30

nei

The Parallel State / Statul Paralel
by Octav Chelaru
(Romania, 2019, 23 min)
Dan, a twenty-something security
specialist gets an ominous phone
call. A spa resort. A high-profile client who triggers a game of unclear
stakes. Dan gets a chance to go
from nobody to somebody.
Virago
by Kerli Kirch Schneider
(Estonia, 2019, 15 min)
A man falls off a roof. Another
one drowns. Another catches fire.
Wherever you look, men are dropping like flies. “May God rest their
souls,” sigh the widows as they
cross themselves somberly. This is
the life and the death of the men in
Virago - a village where for centuries no man has lived long enough
to see his fortieth birthday. Until today. Inspired by true events and
set in rural Estonia where the harsh
realities of present day weave with
the mystical, this film tells the story of virāgōs - women who possess
both heroic and hostile qualities.

friday | october

SHORT
DOCUMENTARY
FILMS
MARATHON

A selection of short documentary films from the Czech
Republic, Poland, Lithuania and Ukraine, 94 min

16
18.30

cin

Fat Kathy / Gruba Kaśka
by Julia Pełka
(Poland, 2019, 14 min)

Opera Glasses / Бінокль
by Mila Zhluktenko
(Ukraine, Germany, 2019, 24 min)

SPACES/MEZERY
by Nora Štrbová
(Czech Republic, 2020, 8 min)

There are 8 clams in the city water
pump. The lives of millions of people depend on them. In case of the
contamination of water supply, the
clams will close and automatically shut off the water to the city. The
main scientist-malacologist watches over the system’s operation.
The film is a philosophical essay on
the dependence of people on nature and the world around them.

The film focuses on the locations
outside the auditorium of the
Opera House in Kyiv, while observing authentic gestures of preparation, boredom and humour.

The film explores memory as a
container of our identity. It’s based
on the personal story of the author
and her brother who got a brain
tumor diagnosis. The narrative and
form of the film follow the idea of
perceiving reality with a broken
memory. An animated documentary experiments with art and film
techniques and balances on the
edge of genres.

One Life / Vienas gyvenimas
by Marija Stonytė
(Lithuania, 2019, 19 min)
On a private farm, butterflies are
raised lovingly only to be sold as
props for a classical concert performance. We follow one of these
fragile creatures on its short-lived
journey to the music hall as it
struggles to survive “civilization”.

Pripyat Piano
by Eliška Cílková
(Czech Republic, 2020, 18 min)
26 April 1986: Chernobyl’s reactor 4 explodes and provokes the
biggest nuclear disaster in history.
Pripyat, where the plant is located,
becomes a ghost town. Guided by
former inhabitants, Eliška Cílková
takes us on her quest of the town’s
memory. Gracefully shot, the film
reminds us of the power of music
where it is least expected.

We Have One Heart
by Katarzyna Warzecha
(Poland, 2020, 11 min)
After his mother dies, Adam
comes across some letters his parents exchanged years ago. This
is an opportunity for him to find
out more about his father, who
he never knew. The juxtaposition
of animated drawings and archival
material takes us back forty years
and enables us to uncover an
extraordinary family secret.
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tuesday | october

SHORT
ANIMATED
FILMS
MARATHON

A selection of short animated films from Croatia, Estonia,
Hungary, the Czech Republic and Poland, 84 min

My Fat Arse and I
/ Ja i moja gruba dupa
by Yelyzaveta Pysmak
(Poland, 2020, 10 min)

Arka
by Natko Stipaničev
(Croatia, 2020, 15 min)
A grandiose transoceanic cruise
ship sailing the seas.
Helfer
by Anna Szöllősi
(Hungary, 2020, 9 min)
Helfer is about a young woman who is struggling with anxiety and recurring nightmares that
she wants to end.
Cosmonaut / Kosmonaut
by Kaspar Jancis
(Estonia, 2019, 12 min)
An old Cosmonaut lives the same
kind of life now in his flat in a concrete panel apartment building
as he did in his youth in a space
station. A cosmonaut will always be
a cosmonaut. To the very end.
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One morning a girl tries on a pair
of new pants, yet they don’t quite
fit her. More precisely, they are impossible to zip. The girl is bewildered. In the mirror she sees herself like the fattest piglet the world
has seen. An amusing film about
anorexia and butts.
Orpheus
by Priit Tender
(Estonia, 2019, 13 min)
A musical about the legendary
singer Orpheus who tries to bring
her beloved back from the underworld. Orpheus can enchant
everyone with his music, including
animals and plants. His song can
even rescue his beloved Euredice
from the underworld. But there
is one condition - until Orpheus
reaches the land of the living,
he cannot turn around to see if his
love is truly following him.

20
18.30

nei

Sh_t Happens
by Michaela Mihályiová,
David Štumpf
(Czech Republic, Slovakia, France,
2019, 13 min)
The caretaker is exhausted by
everything, his frustrated wife
and one totally depressed deer.
Their mutual despair leads them
to absurd events, because...
shit happens all the time.
Way of Silvie / Podle Sylvie
by Verica Pospíšilová Kordić (Czech
Republic, 2019, 12 min)
Sylvie´s life beats in a rhythm of responsibilities. And she is efficient,
flawless, wonderful and - tired. A
small accident happens and everything changes... or maybe not.

A home away from home
Dedicated to providing top notch hospitality, gourmet
cuisine and entertainment, House17’s chic venue makes it
the perfect place to meet, work, relax and celebrate.

17, rue du Nord
L-2229 Luxembourg
www.house17.lu
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october | friday

CinEast 2020
Opening Event
19.00

mel

CANARRO (HU) livE
The Opening concert of the 13th
edition of the CinEast Film Festival, taking place in Melusina’s
new ‘café-concert’ setting will be
a treat for festival-goers, featuring
the renowned Hungarian gypsy
swing quintet Canarro followed by
a groovy Balkan-swing DJ set by
Don Simon.
Canarro’s original music is based
on traditional gypsy jazz, also
known as manouche swing, mixed
with Hungarian jazz that evokes the
old-time atmosphere of the coffee houses of Budapest. The band
combines the style of Django Reinhardt and jazz music spiced up with
influences of Hungarian jazz and
even folk.
Canarro’s band members come
from different music backgrounds,
and participate to different pro-
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jects, but on stage they are a group
of friends, visibly enjoying playing
and improvising together since
more than 10 years.
The band has performed and delighted the public at numerous
festivals and jazz clubs in Europe,
among others in Finland, Estonia,
Romania, Hungary and Serbia. The
opening concert of the 13th edition of CinEast Film Festival will be
their first performance in Luxembourg.
The programme will include their
own compositions, inspired by
Sinti, Hungarian and Russian gypsy
music, adaptations of Django Reinhardt songs and film music tunes,
and a good dose of improvisations
– all this with the lively manouche
swing touch.

After the live performance by
Canarro, the stage will be taken
over by DJ Don Simon. This wellknown music enthusiast and radio
host has been deejaying in local
bars for almost two decades and
on 9 October he lands at Melusina
with a special grovy DJ set infused
by Balkan, swing and jazzy tunes.
Melusina ‘café-concert’ setting:
Due to Covid-19 restrictions,
Melusina has adapted their space
to the safety regulations with the
new ‘Arena’ concept. The space
includes tables (for up to 4, 6 and
8 people) that have to be reserved
in advance. It can accommodate a
maximum audience of around 190
(downstairs and on the balcony,
all with stage visibility). This is significantly less than before, but contributes to a comforting and more
intimate atmosphere, reviving
the tradition of a ‘café-concert’, to
which Canarro’s music is perfectly
well adapted.

& DJ

DON SiMON (LU)

Additionally, the new seating arrangements will also allow you to
enjoy a choice of Eastern European dishes during the musical
programme, which will be served
directly to your table.
More than 140 seats are also available outside on the adapted terrace (with sound but without stage
visibility). The terrace tables could
also be used by the guests during
the break or after the live performance (depending on weather
conditions).
Reservations:

Programme of the evening:

Due to place limitations and Covid
restrictions, online reservation for
this event is necessary (cineast.
eventive.org). You may only book a
table (of 4, 6 or 8 people) and the
ticket covers the entry and includes
a food/drinks voucher for the value
of 10 EUR per person.

19.00 - Doors & food
20.30 - Canarro live
22.00 - DJ Don Simon

Main sponsor of the event:
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october | sunday

APERO JAZZ with
CiNÉ-CONCERT
11.00

nei

HEFi QUARTET (PL) Live
actress, singer and Hollywood star,
Pola Negri.
After the movie, the band will play
several film soundtrack compositions of renowned Polish film music composers, such as Krzysztof Komeda, Bronisław Kaper and
others.
Reservations:

wiTH livE SOUNDTRACK TO

THE POliSH DANCER / BESTiA
CinEast Film Festival turns
the traditional Apero Jazz at
Neimënster into a fascinating fusion of jazz meets cinema.
The HeFi Quartet plays modern jazz with dynamism and
imagination, creating an explosive cocktail of the best
patterns of jazz. The leader of
the ensemble, the flutist, saxophonist, clarinetist and composer Leszek HeFi Wiśniowski

is currently one of the most acclaimed Polish jazz musicians. He
has recorded five solo albums,
contributed to 30 others, toured
Europe, Asia and America, and
collaborated with world-famous
flutists such as Jamie Baum and
Robert Dick.

The event is free, but due to place
limitations and Covid restrictions,
attendance must be reserved (billetterie@neimenster.lu or +352 26
20 52 444).
Band members:
Leszek Hefi Wiśniowski – flute
& saxophone
Dominik Wania – piano
Grzegorz Pałka – drums
Maciej Adamczak – double bass
Partners:

In Luxembourg, HeFi Quartet will
accompany the film The Polish
Dancer / Bestia (1917) by Alexander Hertz, starring the iconic Polish
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october | thursay

CiNEAST NiGHT
19.00

ro t

with TOlDi
The special CinEast Night at
Rotondes brings you the melting
pot of cultural diversity that defines
CinEast, it‘s all in the mix!
We will welcome you with a selection of entertaining short films
from Central and Eastern Europe, as well as a short documentary about the band which will take to
the stage just after.
Toldi Mike is a music group composed of Hungarian friends
living in Luxembourg. Each band
member was influenced by and favours different musical genres, but
a love of alternative rock is what
unites them. 2019 Toldi Mike represented Hungary at the Musiqcité
Intercultural Festival in Luxembourg
and released their first album ‘Pusztába kiáltott szó’.
After the live show, DJ Heincha will
invite you to enjoy the rest of the
night with some groovy, feel-good
tunes. Member of the collaborative
project of two Latvian DJs known
as Riga Disco Blitz which regularly
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MiKE (hU/LU) Live
& DJ HEiNCHA (Lv/LU)

plays at De Gudde Wëllen, Rocas,
Rotondes and other venues around
Luxembourg and Latvia, DJ Heincha will entertain you with an eclectic set playing various music styles.
Seating arrangements &
reservations:
Due to Covid-19 restrictions, Rotondes adapted seating arrangements for 1 or 2 people (for larger groups, it is only possible to
move together with tables within the same row). Due to place
limitations (max. 50 attendees)
tickets must be booked online
(cineast.eventive.org).
Programme of the evening:
19.00 - Doors & music
20.00 - Short movies
20.30 - Toldi Mike live
22.00 - DJ Heincha

In collaboration with
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october | friday

Closing Event
19.00

mel

BRANKO GAlOiĆ TRiO (hR/FR) Live
The Closing Event of the 2020 edition will bring
you an exciting music programme with an Eastern
European touch on the stage and on the plate.
Branko Galoić, aka the “Troubadour from the
Balkans to the World”, is a Zagreb-born singer songwriter, composer & guitar player, who
has now found home in Paris. From the beginning of his musical career, he has combined traditional ex-Yugoslavian music with other styles and
influences. He has collaborated with some of
the best musicians from the Balkans, such as
Mostar Sevdah Reunion, Vlatko Stefanovski or
Merima Kljuco, as well as played with musicians
from Greece, Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Latin America, Holland, Germany and France. All this experience has
allowed him to create his own unique style, where
Balkan music meets rock, ska, pop and chanson.
Luxembourg welcomes Branko Galoić with his
two band mates: Paris-based Portuguese guitar
virtuoso (Francisco Cordovil), who adds to Branko’s
Balkan tunes a dash of fado and flamenco, and a
drummer from Iran (Naghib Shanbehzadeh), who
drives the music with oriental rhythms.
Melusina ‘café-concert’ setting: Due to Covid-19 restrictions, Melusina adapted to the safety regulations and organized its space around
tables that have to be reserved in advance.
It has a maximum audience capacity of 190
(downstairs and on the balcony, all with stage

visibility). The new seating arrangement allows
you to enjoy a choice of Eastern European
dishes, which will be served directly to your table during the music program.
Reservations:
Due to place limitations and Covid restrictions,
online reservation for this event is necessary (cineast.eventive.org). You may only book a table (of 4,
6 or 8 people) and the ticket covers the entry and
includes a food/drinks voucher for the value of 10
EUR per person.
Programme of the evening:
19.00 - Doors & food
20.30 - Branko Galoić Trio live
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PARTENAIRE DU FESTIVAL

HÔTEL SIMONCINI ****
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E: simhotel@pt.lu · www.hotelsimoncini.lu
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cineast
pro

CINEAST PRO
The 9th “LUXEMBOURG - CEEC”
CO-PRODUCTION FORUM will
take place on Monday 19 October
in the framework of the CinEast
festival in Neimënster cultural centre, this year in a hybrid form with
participants joining both in-person
and online.
The event offers producers from
Central and Eastern European
countries and Luxembourg a
chance to meet and discuss op-

c

portunities for future co-productions. Several ongoing co-production projects will be presented.
The forum is not open to the general public, but interested producers and representatives of film
institutions and industry can apply
by writing to: festival@cineast.lu.
in collaboration with ULPA and with
the support of Film Fund Luxembourg
and Neimënster

charity
project

In 2020, the CinEast festival’s charity project will support the association Center for Youth Integration
(Belgrade, Serbia) and their “Drop
in Shelter” project that aims to improve the quality of life of children
between 5 and 15 who live or work
on the streets of Belgrade. “Drop in
Shelter” represents a safe environment which meets children’s needs
and supports their psychosocial
development. Beneficiaries can also take part in various creative, educational, cultural and sports activities. The Drop in Shelter team
of professionals consists of social

workers, specialised pedagogues,
a nurse, psychologists and a lawyer
with a joint mission to provide support and protection to all beneficiaries with respect for the best interest of the child.

There are various ways to support our initiative during this “hybrid” edition: you can buy any of
the festival passes (1 EUR from
each pass goes to the Charity Project), help feed one of the
piggy banks available at the main
festival venues or make a direct
donation on cineast.eventive.org/
donate. The piggy banks will be
opened and the donations counted by volunteers at the final festival event at Neimënster on Sunday
25 October. Alternatively, you may
also support the project after the
festival by purchasing photos from
the “Planting the Future” exhibition.
CinEast undertakes to use 100% of
the collected funds for the donation
to the Center for Youth Integration.

CinEast has agreed with the Center for Youth Integration that the
funds collected during the festival
will be used to support the “Drop
in Shelter” project by purchasing monitors, desktop computers and other material needed during their daily educational
activities.
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oc hybrid
box office

Tickets and passes are only
available online:
cineast.eventive.org
Limited capacity! To be sure to
get a ticket, we recommend reserving well in advance for both:
▪ physical venues (NEI, UTO,
KIN, CIN*, Melusina & Rotondes)
▪online screenings (CinEast’s
Online Cinema)
* only passholders tickets, standalone
tickets available via Luxembourg Ticket

For questions regarding the
online ticketing and the CinEast
Online CInema, please check
the Frequently Asked Questions on cineast.lu and cineast.
eventive.org. If you don’t find
your answer, please contact us on
ticketing@cineast.lu
Please come on time. Due to
reduced capacity in the venues
this year, the festival reserves the
right to cancel your ticket and reallocate it in case the holder is not
present 5 min after the scheduled
screening time.
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Three golden rules:
1) Get your tickets online and
in advance! Everyone (including
pass and accreditation holders)
needs a ticket (e-ticket or print@
home) to enter the cinema. All
screenings (including the online
ones) are subject to availability.
2) ”Buy together, sit together”
(or “Reserve together, sit together” for passes & accreditations) if you want to sit next to someone,
you have to get all tickets during
one operation (also with a pass
you can reserve several tickets at
once). Otherwise the system will
create a safe empty zone around
your seat.
3) Always sit on your assigned
seat (indicated on the ticket) and
follow the instructions given by
CinEast or cinema staff.
When booking your seat online,
please choose the first available
seat on the first available row.
If the seat on one side of the aisle
is reserved, please leave the first
seat on the other side of the aisle
empty.

Ticketing
Other Events & Venues
▪Photography exhibtion
[Neimënster, Cloître] - free entrance
▪ Kids Show [Neimënster, salle
Dune] - free entrance, children of
all nationalities are most welcome
▪ Ciné Waasserhaus & Ciné
Kursaal - passholders should reserve their tickets via e-mail directly (moien@caramba.lu). Standalone
tickets available via caramba.lu
▪ CNA - ppassholders should
reserve their tickets via e-mail
directly (info@cna.etat.lu). Standalone tickets available via CNA’s
site: cna.public.lu
▪ MUDAM - booking necessary
via: mudam.com/adultbooking.
The screening is free of charge, except for the museum entrance fee
(8 € with access to all the galleries).
▪Ancien Cinema - free entrance,
book your free ticket on cineast.
eventive.org

cinemas
events venues

tickets &
passes

cinémathèque de la Ville
de Luxembourg
17, place du Théâtre, Luxembourg
www.cinematheque.lu

Hybrid Pass: 30 EUR
(5 physical screenings + 5 online screenings)

nei

Neimënster
28, rue Münster, Luxembourg
www.neimenster.lu

uto

ciné Utopia
16, avenue de la Faïencerie,
Luxembourg
www.utopolis.lu

Single Ticket:
- Physical screenings: 7 EUR*
- Online screenings: 5 EUR
*screenings at Ancien Cinéma and the Kids Show are free

K IN

Kinepolis Kirchberg
45 Avenue J-F Kennedy, Luxembourg
www.utopolis.lu

ac

Ancien cinéma
23, Grand Rue, Vianden
www.anciencinema.lu

special events

cn a

centre National de l'Audiovisuel
1b rue du Centenaire, Dudelange
www.cna.lu

Opening Event with Canarro & DJ Don Simon
[Melusina 9/10]: 25 EUR pp (10 EUR consumption
voucher included), booking per table

WA A

cineWaasserhaus
Av. des Bains, Mondorf-les-Bains
www.caramba.lu

CinEast Night with Toldi Mike, shorts & DJ Heincha
[Rotondes 15/10]: 12 EUR pp, booking per table

K UR

cineKursaal
8, rue des Martyrs, Rumelange
www.caramba.lu

ro t

Rotondes
Place des Rotondes, Luxembourg
www.rotondes.lu

cin

mel

Melusina
145, rue de la Tour Jacob,
Luxembourg
www.melusina.lu

mud

Mudam
3, Park Dräi Eechelen, Luxembourg
www.mudam.lu

roc

café Rocas
33 rue des Capucins, Luxembourg
www.rocas.lu

oc

oc - online cinema
cineast.eventive.org

Online Pass: 20 EUR
(5 online screenings)

CinEast Fan Pack: 50 EUR
- Festival hybrid pass
- Festival t-shirt
- Festival mask, tote bag or bandana
- 1 free drink at Melusina musical events
...and all this for just 50 EUR to support the Festival!
Kulturpass holders: please write to ticketing@cineast.lu

Closing event with Branko Galoić Trio
[Melusina 23/10]: 22 EUR pp (10 EUR consumption
voucher included), booking per table
Apero jazz with ciné-concert by HeFi Quartet
[Neimënster 25/10]: free entrance, reservations obligatory:
billetterie@neimenster.lu or +352 26 20 52 444

cineast team
Radek Lipka (festival director), Hynek Dedecius (artistic
director), Maciej Karczewski (financial manager), Ana
Dishlieska-Mitova (festival coordinator), Anna Sowada
(events & guests coordinator), Ela Wtulich (programme
coordinator), Isabela Primicerio (curator & print coordinator),
Julia Osielczak (volunteers coordinator), Grzegorz Kieliszczyk
(communication & ticketing), Martyna Adamska (project
manager), Dörte Muß-Gorazd (school screenings), Dariusz
Adamski (graphic design), Jiří Vlášek (graphic design), Martin
Křemenák (webmaster), Julia Wack, Meri Sava, Zsuzsanna
Cser, Eszter Papp, Marina Seliškar, Meelik Mallene, Jakub
Kučera, Heinrihs Puciriuss, Marina Elena Tataram, Videlina
Dimitrova, Malina Sirotic, Sébastien Louis, Vitalijus Kiselius,
Eglė Žilinskaitė, Cristina Albert…

big thank you to all our
volunteers!

www.cineast.lu

